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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ance, Full Of Goodies
worth League
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
The 1932 edition of The Cauldron,
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The two plays, “A Royal Spark”
in 1882. Tlie Free Press was established published by Rockland High School
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to 1 students, is in the hands of its pa and “The Rector,” which were given
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
trons, a creditable production from last Wednesday at the Methodist ves-
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THE LEAGUE CLIMAX
The postponed games between
Vinalhaven High and Lincoln
Academy which were to have
been played at Community Park
Wednesday afternoon, will take
place next Saturday afternoon
instead. The first game will
start at 2 o'clock, daylight.
While Vinalhaven is virtually
accepted as having won another
championship this is not mathe
matically correct. The Islanders must take the Lincoln Coun
ty outfit across for at least one
of the two games. Should they
lose both they would be tied
with Rockland for first place.
Hence the interest which is
manifested in these post season
contests.
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. HOST

RED

CROSS

FLOUR

ARRIVES

Local Firm Will Hold Open House Thursday At Open- Eleven Hundred Bags To Be Distributed—Deserving
ing Of Handsome New Store—A Bit Of History
Cases Have Been Selected

The opening Thursday of the hand- (was necessitated and a year ago this
A carload of Red Cross flour, re Masonic Temple and the time will be
' come new home of Stonington Furni- addition was doubled in floor space
ceived through the efforts of Rev. Saturday afternoons from 2 to 5.30.
j
Now this courageous , forward
6
ture Co at 313-325 Main street, this locking
firm has had the vision to j G. H. Welch, chairman of the local
Other towns which will share in
I cover to cover. It is dedicated to try, under the auspices of the Epworth j j
a I
city, is notable in that it marks the preDare
. .has drived
. . ,in this
... city,
.. and. this good fortune are ...
Thomaston,
Miss Mary Pike, “in recognition of League met with
with great success. “A
piepaie for
1OI the
uiv return
retain of
ur the
tne new
new branch
_
•••
•••
highlight of the career of a local busi prosperity and as a result a second |
i Warren, St. George, Vinalhaven,
•••
Anyone can gtv<» advice, such — her helpfulness and invaluable serv Royal Spark” had in its cast, Carol
ness man whose life story resembles story has been added to Berry block will be distributed on the next four Camden Rockport, union and South
— as it is, but only a wise man —• ice," and is the work of the following Gardner, Donna de Rochemont, Win
••• knows how to profit by it.—Col- — editorial board:
that of a hero of Horatio Alger Jr. I and the company has the commodi- ‘ Saturday afternoons, under the Thomaston. North Haven put in no
field
Chatto,
Carolyn
McAllister,
Miss Mary Pike, faculty adviser;
ous, easily accessible and model plant ’
.
. „„
i
p
— ton.
—
Thirty
years ago Louis Marcus began it has desired. The two great floors auspices of Winslow-Holbrook Post, claim, being in that happily fortunate
Ruth Perry, editor-in-chief Robert Stanley Quinn, Gladys Strout and
•••
•••
••• ••• ••• ■•«••••••••• ••• •••*•••♦«•••••• 8^ Allen,
assistant; Fannie
Masalin, Stanley Gay.
business operations as a small trader give ideal opportunity for the display American Legion.
j class which does not stand in need of
senior; Shirley Barbour, junior;
j without even the then all important ‘ of the brand new merchandise. AU is
The disbursement is entirely inde- such assistance at this time, in
Due to the illness of Charles Ellis
THE BATTERY BOYS Nathalie Jones, sophomore; Gertrude the role of Dick Wheatly, was filled
horse. On Thursday he will have the SP'C and sPan with new paint and pendent of the city’s operations, a Vinalhaven and Warren the flour will
Heal, freshman; Katherine Burke, by Winfield Chatto the previous Mon
varnish and everything Is arranged
’
satisfaction of opening one of the for complete customer convenience, i list of especially deserving citizens be disbursed by the selectmen; but In
Battery E (Rockland) wins second ! alumni; Helen Delano, assistant; Ar- day. This play was humorous and j ....
terge-t and best stocked furniture
The exterior of the new block is as having been carefully compiled for ■ the other towns the work will be done
place in the annual federal inspection, j lene Makinen, exchange; Stanley j extremely interesting. All parts were 1
establishments in Maine.
attractive as the interior. It is this purpose. Some of the pros- j by representatives of the Red Cross
The final results of the inspection , Quinn, art; Charles Merritt, assistant ! taken excellently.
The scene of these early labors was amply lighted with the large windows
made during April of the 12 units of , art; Ednah Howard, girls’ athletic; | At tbe end of Act j a gift was pre♦ the Penobscot Bay Islands and the arranged to show goods to best ad pective recipients have already been . branches. Only those who have cards
the 240th Coast Artillery by Major j Herbert Spear, boys’ athletic; Mary I sented to the play director, Miss
Boothbay section. As the years vantage. A Barrett roof insures notified, and others will be in due may receive flour.
John B. Martin CAC (DOL) United Sleeper, club; Helen deRochemont, \ Mary pjke for her invaluable services
"ON MY SET"
passed his acquaintances increased safety from weather. The graceful season
In the carload which has been sent
States Army show that Battery E society; Katherine Snow, literary; j and untiring efforts. Between the
many fold and by the same token his front is in black and white, a pleas
was a close second. Battery B (San William Ripley, debating; Ruth Rich- two plays, Mrs. Ruth Hoch rendered
The place of distribution will be the here are 1100 bags, each containing
business grew for he was building a ing contrast. The signs are in the
ford* winning by but two points over ards, joke; Virginia Proctor, assist two solos, ’Tis Morning, by Sparkes,
vacant store on the ground floor ot 24% pounds of the staff of life.
name for fair dealing. A handsome new black and silver style now cornthe local boys. Captain Richard F. ant joke; Horace Booth, business and Wake Up, by Phillips. She was
span
of
horses
added
to
the
territory
j
jng
into
vogue
and
were
made
in
the
manager;
Fletcher
Brown,
assistant
Saville and the members of Battery
accompanied by Miss Carol Gardner.
he could cover and eventually he es- < crje studios. W. H. Glover & Co.
E have justly earned this reward for business manager.
The other play “The Rector” had
tablished headquarters in Stonington,! erected the second story and A. T.
their efforts during the past year,
Editorials, with a timely slant on in its cast: Hazel Vasso, Esther Chap- I
operating with the aid of Mrs. Thurston and House-Sherman Inc.
and this high rating will give them school affairs are from the pen of man, Merton Haskell, Mary Stock- j
Marcus, two large stores and a ware- j looked after wiring and fixtures,
added enthusiasm for the annual en R. D. P„ ’32,R. A. ’33, F. M. Masalin, bridge, Helen de Rochemont, Julia
house.
j The opening day will see all the
campment starting July 2,
N| A. Jones '34, and G. H. M. '35. Molway and Ruth Marston.
Soon developing business drew him . iarge staff on hand anxious to show One In Heart Of City Gives A Bad Scare—The Other,
Major Ralph W. Brown, Lieut. The literary contributions, all of
In this play, two members who were
to this city. The original salesroom all comers the conveniences of the
Sherman E. Willard and Warren. O. (which contain much merit, are: to take part of the rector were ill and (
At Warrenton Park, Caused By Lightn'ng
w>as destroyed in the great fire of 1920 new establishment and its fine
Feyler, were in Portland over the i “Yes, I’ll Be At Home,” Dorothy Merton Haskell received his part the
but the company promptly hired the stock. Special demonstrators from
weekend attending the Staff Officers' ( Lawry; “Let’s Go To the Movies,” previous day. In spite of this the play 5
quarters on Schoo! street now occupied many of the larger manufacturers of
school of the 240th CA (HD). The | Helen Delano; “The Family Alarm went off very well and was greatly en- I
Fire broke out shortly before mid
A cigar or cigaret carelessly
by the Rockland Loan and Building furniture, stoves, rugs, etc. will be on
schedule for the coming camp was | clock,” Virginia Walker; “No Gas,” joyed. The program was announced
Association At this time Mr. Marcus hand and souvenirs will be distribut night, Saturday, in the building be thrown by one of the many persons
gone over and final plans for that j Francis McAlary; “Ten Thousand by Miss Marion Johnson. Proceeds
was joined in the conduct of the busi ed. Miss Hinckley, a graduate dieti tween Tillson avenue and Winter who infest that quarter in the night
“The of these plays will send either five or I
event completed.
I Dollars,"
Graham
Hills;
ness by his daughter Sadie, newly tian will demonstrate the use of Pliil- street used as a carriage house and time, is generally thought to have
| Stranger." Barbara Strout. The story six students to Bucksport for religious
graduated from Boston University. gas for cooking purposes. This dem
, of the debating team is told by W. R. ' training.
1 been the cause of the fire.
Miss Marcus has since remained in onstration will cover the latest, most stable by George M. Simmons.
HOUSE FOR SALE
: ’32.
The garage adjoining it on the East
charge of tne Rockland store while modern and approved methods ot
at greatly reduced price, six rooms
Other departments are devoted to
SATURDAY’S GOLFING
and garage, newly painted. Will rent : Social Activities, Club Items, Class
Mr. Marcus looked after salts in the preparing foods with a gas range. side was badly scorched, but the con
Struck By Lightning
partly furnished, $10 per week. On
large outside territory.
There will also be on display some of tinual play of several streams upon
Reports, portraits and sketches of Saw E. R. Veazie the Winner, With
Pleasant Point Road, 10 miles from
“The Bam,” a Warrenton Park
Success attended this combination the latest models of Estate stoves es
Thomaston, good State road. Apply
the seniors. Athletics, Jokes, ExZelma Dwinal Copping Second
R. B. Fillmore or Mrs. Ansel W. Orne, j changes, and Alumni, with a profitas the rapid expansions indicate. In pecially designed for use with Phil- It saved the structure. And right structure well known because of the
Series
Pleasant Point, Maine.
88-73
1922 the firmoccuoied half of the new gas. At the conclusion of the demon here a great deal of credit must be prominent part it has played in
[ able array of local advertising.
Berry block at 313-325 Main street, stration several attractive prizes will given to Rockland's fire laddies dances and other social events for
Long hitting Veazie displayed anand a year later the entire block was be awarded. It will also mark the They had six streams in operation some years past, was struck by light■■masiiiiiiiKr
. othpr °f his well-cill,cied rounds
gsmiHEH
taken over. Another year and an ad dr but of Stonington Furniture Co. as
g Saturday afternoon at the Country
while the fire was at its height, and ning about 3 o’clock Sunday after
I
dition the size of the original store giving tlie S.&H. Green Stamps.
jg Club course by snaring the low gross,
they were so well directed that the noon. The fire was discovered by H.
a which was 84, along with low net of
fire did not spread although the N. Brazier, whose residence is rtbt
l ; 74 to take first prize. But for several
Blanche Yurka
jj I putts, that just wouldn't take to the
building which was destroyed was far distant. He notified E. B. Hall,
H 1 cup, Ned might have easily been well
Blanche Yurka and Donald Meek,
embedded among frame structures. the Warrenton Park caretaker, who
li\ under 80. Line McRae turned in a prominent stars of the legitimate
f= I card of a few strokes behind Veazie, stage, will be heard in Sunday's Diplomas To Be Awarded In Rockland and Neighbor Only a few feet distant were the fu summoned both the Rockport and
neral parlors of the Burpee Furni Rockland departments.
!. j to finish second with a net of 80. episode of “Roses and Drums” over
Although
'=■•' Two 82's tied Walter Ladd and the CBS network at 6:30 p. m.
hood
Towns
—
The
Commencement
Programs
ture Company in which two bodies the blaze had about a 20-minute start
g' Homer Robinson for third place, EDST. The episode is built around
CHATEAU MORET ORCHESTRA
were lying.
when the firemen arrived it was exjgThe second series honors went to the famous Battle of Bunker Hill.
“Sweetest Music This Side of Heaven”
Miss
Yurka
is
acclaimed
the
out
The fire was sufficient to give tlnguished so quickly that while the
Buddy Fogg, Master of Ceremonies
L . Zelma Dwinal, netting him a 77. The standing actress of today. She has
The commencement exercises of ley, Nelson Ulmer Rokes, Evelyn
everybody a bad scare, and nobody contents were destroyed the building
starred in “Electra”, “Vikings" Rockland High School will be held in Segal, Evelyn Maude Sherer, Mary
DANCES EVER!' TUESDAY AND THURSDAY THROUGH JUNE Ej summaries:
E. R. Veazie ............................. 84—10—74 and “The Wild Duck.” Mr. Meek the auditorium Thursday night, be Frances Sleeper, Sherwood Charles dares think what might have hap • Itself was not damaged beyond repair,
I,. E. McRae ............................ 90—10—80
ginning at 8 o’clock. Because it is Small, Virginia Frances Smith, pened had there been a high wind
Beautiful Decorations—Marvelous Floor
Included among the ruined conH. E. Robinson ........................ 91— 9—82 is a Broadway favorite, having apred :in “After Tomorrow”, “The the bicentennial of the country’s first Katharine Louise Snow, Barbara Lee
Walter Ladd ............................ 96—14—82 peared
blowing.
,
tents
were two electric pianos, 15
Crystal
Ball
Charles Dwinal ...................... 98—15—83 Potters” and “Oh, Promise Me.”
President the theme will be Washing Strout. Gladys G Sundstrom, Vir
68-lt
] 7-elma Dw’nol .......................... 99—16—83
The carriage house and stable con- 1 large leather couches and some
ton.
every
essay
dealing
with
a
dif

ginia
Walker,
Evelyn
Louise
Wey

H. A. Buffum .......................... 193—’8—85
I logged my 314th station Sat
ferent phase of his career. The pro mouth, Ansel Ernest Young, Percy tained a quantity of harnesses, wagons, quite valuable pictures. All of the
Everett Munsey ...................... 108—20—88
urday night and again found my
gram follows;
, Lowell Young.
Second Series
and tools, while In the loft were two decorative work was destroyed.
self near home for it was WSYB
Overture—Chanson Triste. Tschalkowsky
" | Zelma Dwinal ..........................
tons of hay. There were no horses in
The loss is estimated at around
High School Orchestra
i A. C. McLoon .......................... 99—18—81
of Rutland, Vt. operating on 1500
Thomaston High
March—Flag of Victory .......... Von Blou
! I Charles Dwinal ...................... 93—15—81
the stable.
$6000, and is covered by Insurance.
k.c. It was also my first Ver
Class of Nineteen Thirty-Two
K Crane ...................................
JJ“82
Thomaston High School graduates
mont station.
Tlie burned structure had a re
The building is owned by the Smith
Invocation
Roger Sorrent .......................... ®9--17—«2
a class of 22 students tomorrow night placement value of about $3500 corporation. Mrs. J. M. Baldrige who
Wm. Glendenning .................. 97 -15—82
Rev. Oeorge Welch
••• ••• •••
The House by the Side of the Road ...... with commencement exercises Jn
Fruits & Syrups—Vortex Paper Cups—Glassware
These sultry thunder showery
.............................. Mrs. W. H. Guleslan
according to Mr. Simmons and the has been hostess on many of the so
j The curfew tolls the knell of part
Watts hall. The program follows:
Senior Chorus
days bring plenty of static. Sun
Food Warmers—Electric Grills & Toasters
loss on contents was about $1500.
ing day,
cial occasions is a patient at Knox
The
Class
of
Nineteen
Hundred
ThirtyMarch
—
"Our
Director"
..............
Bigelow
day and yesterday were examples.
Two Presents The Book of Washington
A line of cars winds slowly o'er the
Orchestra
Booths—Coffee Urns—Restaurant Equip
The properties were partly insured. Hospital.
•••
•••
Episode
One
—
Young
Washington
Prayer
lea,
Evelyn Segal
Rev Mr. Kllborn
ment—Lowest Prices—Highest Qual
A pedestrian plods his absent minded
The concert by the U. S. Navy
Episode Two—First in War
"Chanson Triste" ............... Tchaikowsky
Ruth Perry
Band must have rewarded all who
way
Ellen Schildt, employed In Port
ities—Free Delivery
Orchestra
THE SEA BREEZE
Episode Three—First in Peace
And leaves the world quite unex
were tuned in on WEEI between
Salutatory—“How Can We Make Life
land.
Fannie Masalin
Worthwhile"
11.30 and 12 yesterday forenoon.
Edith Stevens, attending the Uni
pectedly.
Episode Four—Friends and Enemies
Grace Miller
Regales Thomaston High versity of Maine.
—California Highways.
Mary Haskell
•»•••••••
Class Will
Episode Five—First in the Hearts of
Elizabeth Vinal
Wholesale Distributors
62-T-Th-tf
School Followers In Form Thomas Sweeney, at home.
The Parade of States in the
Them
Duet—“Boats of Mine"
Doris Wellman, at home in Rock
Kenneth Orcutt
492 MAIN ST.
TEL. 260—W
ROCKLAND
General Election hour is proving
Janice Pillsbury, Alice Tuttle
Of Annual Publication
port.
Song of the Armorer ....................... Nevin First Oration—"Washington as an Every
a
very
popular
feature.
Last
Change of Ownership
Senior Boys' Chorus
Martha Whitehill, attending Rock
day Man"
night's subject was “The Land of
Episode Six—Glances Aside
The Sea Breeze, published annual land Commercial College.
Evelyn Stevens
a Thousand Wonders”—Oregon.
Madeline Coffey
Class History
ly
by
the
students
of
Thomaston
Leona Williams, training at St.
Episode Seven—By the Potomac
Vermont next.
Donald Beckett
High School has made Its appearance Barnabas Hospital, Portland.
Graham Hills
“Gavotte Celebre" ........................ Martini
Formerly
Episode Eight—Brocade and Lace
and
the
well
filled
pages
testify
that
Orchestra
The Editorial Board of The Sea
THE
Scolding the Walter.—Grandfather
Marlon Rackllff
the contributions have not failed to Breeze, was made up thus:
Second Oration—"Invisible Bonds"
Pillsbury Studio
was slowly walking along the side Episode Nine—Melody and Rhythm
John Singer
gather
inspiration
from
their
proxim

Flora Colson and Horace Booth,
Editor in chief, Janice Pillsbury;
Patronage Appreciated
Class Prophecy
walk. and Billie, aged four, was about
ity to the ocean. The magazine is assistant. Evelyn Stevens; junior,
Salutatorian
Almon Day, Richard Feyler
Amateur Finishing
twenty paces behind, trudging along Episode Ten—Familiar Faces
Solo—"Caro Mio Beu" ............. Olordonl profusely illustrated, not the least Charlotte Dyer; business manager,
Fletcher Brown
on littlte fat legs.
320 Main Street
Janice Pillsbury
Interesting feature being portraits of Donald Beckett; assistant, Forrest
Eleven—Winged Words
Class Gifts
63-68 W
"Why don't you wait for me?" he EpisodeSaxon
the members of the graduating class. Grafton; exchange, Grace Miller;
Lurvey, Valedictorian
Eleanor Morse
called, aggrieved.
OFFERS
Class History
Valedictory—"Chemistry, the Science of The issue is dedicated to Miss Alcada athletic (boys), Russell Morgan; ath
Francis McAlary
“I’m waiting for you,” replied
Miracles”
Hall, the school’s music Instructor.
WAN-TA TAXI?
letic (girls), Elizabeth Vinal; alumni.
............................ Martin
Russell Morgan
Grandfather, slowing up a bit and Gavotte Celebre
The leading editorial, by Miss John Singer joke, Richard Feyler;
High School Orchestra
Presentation of Diplomas
PHONE 999 Business: 515-J Residence turning around.
Awarding of Diplomas
Janice
Pillsbury,
pays
fitting
trfBute
Supt. Charles E. Ixird
assistant joke, Evelyn Beckett; local,
Any Purpose. Scenic or Historic
Mayor C. M Richardson
“Well,’' said the panting youngster,
Class Ode
to “Stivie,” the school's principal, Eleanor Morse.
words by Dorothy Lawry
Points Visited. Reservations Solicited "you aren't waitin' very fast!’’—New Class Ode,
Seniors
sometimes
known
as
Lewis
C.
Sturte

Benediction
Benediction
Roomy Car—Chandler 8
Outlook.
Rev. L. G. Perry
vant, and who Is severing his connec
Rev. Mr. Leach
MAN MUST BE DEAD
March
Write V. P. HALL
tion with the school at the close of
March
Class of Nineteen Thirty-Two
Football Coach (to players)—"And
21 Rockland Street, Rockland, Me
Orchestra
A Home Company and Local Investment
the present year. Other editorial
Despite the fact that a convict serv
The class officers are: President,
i emember that football develops In
LET’S GO! 1932
The class motto is “After the contributions are by Evelyn Stevens
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
•
59-T-Th-tf
dividuality, initiative, and leadership. Malcolm Haskell; vice president, Clouds the Sunshine," and the class ’32, and E. W. '33. I In this connec ing life term In State Prison is con
Now get in here and do exactly as I Lucy French; treasurer, Fred Har colors are bottle green and silver tion the writer wonders why all of the sidered civilly dead under the Maine
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
den; secretary, Madeline Coffey. gray. The class ode was written by students do not sign their full names statutes an insurance company is not
tell you."—Life.
The honor students are: Saxon Lur Janice Pillsbury. Diplomas will be to contributions. Their Identity is obligated to pay the premium on his
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Auntie—“What did little Margaret vey, Horace Booth, Evelyn Segal, presented to these students: Grace known to the students In either life insurance policy until he actually
get at the birthday party?”
Ruth Perry, Fannie Masalin, Mary Gertrude Miller, Evelyn Margaret event, but the alumni, and other Is dead.
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
The Maine Law Court Wednesday
Mother—“Three books, four hand Haskell, Kenneth Orcutt, Madeline Stevens, Blanche Linda Prior, Ruth friends of the school paper would also
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
handed down an opinion In favor of
kerchiefs, and the measles.”—Boston Coffey, Graham Hills, Marion Rack- B. Killeran, Delores Katherine like to know].
February, May, August and November I st. Callable
9.00 to 12.30
Transcript.
liff. Flora Colson, Fletcher Brown, Brazier, Ruby Eva Davis, Alice Louise
In the literary department are the Prudential Life Insurance Co., of
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
Francis McAlary.
in Pete Edwards’
Tuttle, Elizabeth Ada Vinal. Georgia some excellent offerings, listed thus: America defendant in a suit brought
The class roster follows:
Marian Young, Janice Pillsbury. "Flap Jacks," E. Morse; An Adven by the heirs of Kenneth Williams for
New Bam
The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under
Annie Arleen Anderson, Marion Eleanor Frances Morse, Olive Elwell ture, M. Simmons; The Irony of Fate, payment of Williams’ life insurance.
PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT Gilley Anderson, Doris Louise Black Donald Leslie Beckett.Leroy Richards J. M. P.; A. Slight Misunderstanding, Williams now is serving a life sen
order dated May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of
Upper Limerock Street
man, Horace Richard Booth, Free Whitten, Vaino A. Johnson, Gerald Olive J. Elwell; Jane's Race, Marion tence for the murder of his wife.
MEDIUM
His principal heir is an infant daugh
the sale of this issue to be used for the purpose of:
I tell you ex man Fletcher Brown, Jr., Catherine W. Creamer, Richard
Whitney Miller; The Life of a Singing Darkey, ter.
Music by
actly what Anna Burke, Ralph Howard Chaples, Feyler, John Thomas Singer, Russell L. L. D.; Caps of Happiness, Evelyn
Dean’s Orchestra
you wish to Jr., Madeline Crockett Coffey, Flora Lermond Morgan, Almon Leroy Day, Stevens; The Brown Davenport,
(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from
65-T-74
know about Hahn Colson, Norman W. Connon, Tauno Hendrickson and Roderick A. Elizabeth Woodcock. The next de YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which were used for the construction of additions,
friends, ene Wilbur C. Connon, Mary Helen Montgomery.
partment shows the school to be well
mies, rivals, Delano, Helen Katherine deRoche
extensions, improvements and betterments of its
equipped with spring poets. Other
ILV5 m.y llfe “sain I would
sweethe arts mont, Francis Linwood Dyer.
departments, in which the members and llBtJn to
<’s?o™LtP<2S2
plant; and of
St.
George
High
of future wife
Richard Spear Economy, Clinton
of Tlie Sea Breeze staff have workeda-----“ —
week.
The ’loss of these tastes Is a loss
of
happiness.
—
Charles
Darwin.
or husband, Turner Flckett, Francis Perkins
The commencement exiercises of diligently are School Calendar, Lo
(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys ex
as case maybe, and everything else Fisher, Jr., Arthur C. Flanagan, Lucy St. George High School will be held cals, Athletics, Knox Knocks, Ex
BETWEEN OURSELVES
which you are interested in—
Katherine French, Robert E. Gard Thursday night, when diplomas will changes and Alumni. Keen commer
pended in the acquisition of property and for the
Between ourselves, old friend, this life
without you speaking one word—
ner, Anita Eleanor Gatti, Ada Doro
cial spirit is shown in the well filled Is less of peace and more of strife.
construction, extension and improvement of its
keeping nothing hidden from you,
And. Just between ourselves, we know
thy Green, Carroll Eaton Giey, Fred be awarded to 13 graduates — Ivy advertising columns.
mighty hard to make them go.
and if I find I ran help you to
facilities, and which actually were expended from
Ellsworth Harden, Jr., Malcolm Falla, Marianne Gilchrest, Wllho
Where are the graduates of yester It's
We know, between ourselves, that things
make your life brighter and happi
Wheeler Haskell, Mary Louise Hask Hendrickson, Urho Huotari, Clarence day? The story is told In the alumni In life don't ride on easy springs—
income or from other moneys in the treasury of the
Have those unsightly cavities filled
er I will inform you so at once.
But this Is entre nous, old friend.
ell, Merton B. Haskell, Graham M. Hupper, Charles Johnson Kenneth pages under the head of 1931:
Hours from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m.
corporation not secured by or obtained from the
Catherine Beattie, employed by Dr. Outside, let's smile and let's pretend.
Johnson, Ensio Matson, Robert Reid,
Hills.
and those missing teeth replaced
Low
fee
to
ladies
’
—
50c
and
51.00
Frances Ednah Howard, Robert Agr.es Sivewright, Catherine Smalley Ethel Crie, Thomaston.
issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
No odds how dark the way. let's try
before it is too late.
—this week
Dorothy Brennan, attending Bry To keep the courage In our eye
Alonzo Hussey, Francis W. Jackson, Helen Stein and Virginia Thompson..
Satisfaction
guaranteed
or
no
fee
indebtedness of the corporation.
ant & Stratton Business College, Bos And make folks think that we are glad
Roger Jameson, Byron Walter Joy, The program follows:
When things are going to the bad;
Modem Painless Dentistry at mod
accepted—27 Park street.68*lt
Rev. F. W. Barton ton.
Viola Florence Joy, Aino Kangas, Invocation,
Let's slap each other on the back
Salutatory
—
Popular
Taste
as
Reflected
In
Elizabeth
Creighton,
attending
the
|
And run. however slow, the track—
erate fees which you can afford to
Bertha Glover Knight, Frances
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Radio Programs,
Ensio Matson
And when we'd like to growl a while.
Burnham
School,
Northampton,
Marion
Knowlton,
Richard
Collette
Class History,
Agnes Sivewright
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
pay. All work guaranteed.
Let's
Just be hypocrites, and smile.
Knowlton, John Edward LaCrosse, Presentation of Gifts. Murlanne Gilchrest Mass.
Honor
Essay,
Charles
Johnson
Ferdinand
Day
at
Monhegan.
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
If you and I and every one
Dorothy Gwendolyn Lawry, Lillian Class Prophecy.
Free examination and consultation.
Helen Stein
Just try to make a little fun—
Philip Edmands at home.
Flora Lord, Saxon Phyllis Lurvey, Class Will.
Kenneth Johnson
During the summer months I will
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
we Just sing our happy song.
Henry Fales, attending the Univer If
Valedictory—Olympic Gaines and World
Arlene J. Makinen.
It helps to Jolly things along
be located at 153 LIMEROCK ST.,
peace.
Urho Huotari sity of Maine, Orono.
Fannie Marie Masalin, Nartarlo
Between ourselves we know, of course.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Clifton
Felt, driving a taxi for J. I YViie
The lot'e
truth Is quite
another horse;
one minutes' ride from the PostMazzeo, Francis James McAlary, Con
Dr. Dana S. Newman
_
/\* V I . rvn ♦ V»«
But let’s pack 4troubles
on the shelves
F. Feyler.
WALDOBORO
office," where I have fitted up a
stance Dorothy Miller, Beatrice Estelle
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland,
And keep our griefs—between ourselves.
359 Main St.
Ralph Hoffses, at home.
modem Dentist Office. Work done Mills, Joan
Moulaison, Marion
Over Palmer’s Jewelry Store
Maine.
Arietta Maloney, attending Rock So you fool me and I’ll fool you.
Why not get the best prices for
by appointment only, and at re
Louise Mullen, Kenneth Irvin Orcutt,
And so we’ll turn our gray skies blue.
duced prices for the present.
Lydia Ada Orff, Edward Christopher your berries by shipping them in new land Commercial College.
And so, perhaps, we ll help each other
Hours 8 A. M.—6 P. M. Tel. 1097-W
Celia
Maxey,
at
home.
crates.
For
sale,
wholesale
or
retail
And steel the purpose of a Brother.
Palmer, Ruth Deborah Perry, Law
Between ourselves, it doesn’t pay
Sat- 8 A. M.—8 P. M.
Lady Asst.
Charles
Prescott,
at
home.
DR. J. H. DAMON
by
V.
L.
Packard,
Rockland.
Farmers'
rence Pike, Virginia Grant Proctor
To scatter storm clouds on our way—
Alnie
Raatlkainen.
attending
the
Union.
Camden.
Manufactured
by
L
DENTIST
Lucy
Catherine
Quinn.
And so let’s smile, and let’s pretend
Evenings by Appointment
Tel. 1160-J
Rockland
The goose Is hanging high, old friend.
Marion Edith Rackliff, Ruth Mil A. Packard, R. F. D , Thomaston — Leslie School, Cambridge, Mass.
—Henry Edward Warner.
Robert Robinson, at home.
68*69
62-tf
58-59Ttf
dred Richards, William Kendall Rip adv,
67-69

TWO

OAKLAND PARK

THIS

WEEK’S

EXPENSIVE

FIRES

GRADUATION

DANCING AT THE PAVILION
Tonight, Tuesday, June 7

Soda Fountain Supplies & Equipment

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

Bernier Studio

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

DANCE

Guard Your Health

Guard Your Teeth

DENTAL NOTICE

m

CAMDEN-ROCKLANDWATERCO

i s ai

’k

The Courier-Gazette TALK OF THE TOWN
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Rockland. Me.. June 7. 1932
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
June 8 — Thomaston High School
Who on oath declares that he ls Press graduation.
man ln the olllce of The Courler-Oazette.
June 9—Rockland High School gradu
and that of the Issue of this paper of ation.
June 4. 1932. there was print”'’ » •''’al of
June 9-13—Commencement at Uni
6120 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
versity of Maine.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
June 10—Rockland High School alum
Blessed are the pure in heart: for
ni
reception.
they shall see God.—Matt. 5:8.
June 10—Waldoboro—District meeting
of Rebekah Lodges at I. O. O. F. hall.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
AT THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN
ment.
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
This is the season when, through mencement.
June 11—At Fort Knox, dedication of
the final exercises of "commence Waldo-Hancock Bridge.
June 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
ment,” the boys and girls of tlie coun Grange meets ln Vinalhaven.
June 13 (7 p. m. standard I—Meeting of
try's high schools step out and leave
State of Maine Blueberry Growers Asso
behind them the initial stages of edu ciation ln West Rockport.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
cation, which with some of them bodies
hold Encampment Week at Rockwent back so far for its beginnings •and.
June 14—Camden—C. H. S. Alumni
as to those juvenile years of kinder Association banquet at the Yacht Club.
June 16—Annual banquet of Lincoln
garten. It’s a glorious period, marked Academy
Alumni Association ln New
by the exultance of emancipation en castle.
June 17—Lincoln Academy Commence
the part of many, and witii some ment.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
an eagerness to penetrate still fur tion
at the Bok amDhltheatre.
June 18—State conventions of Spanish
ther the beckoning regions of knowl
War Veterans and Auxiliary.
edge. It is the age of eighteen years
June 20—Primary election.
June 21 13 to 7 30)— Educational Club
that chiefly associates itself with picnic
with speaker, at home of Mrs.
these high school ceremonies, a Winifred Horton. 219 Cedar street
June 22—Downey's Circus, Pleasant
period of youth which the casually street lot.
June 23—Graduation exercises of Knox
minded are prone to dismiss as distin Hospital
Nurses' Training School.
June 24—St. John’s Day
guished by little else than juvenil
June 27—Rockport—Scribblers’ Club
ity. They overlook those recorded in meets at home of Mrs. Blanche Heald
stances of a precocious intellectuality Ellsworth.
Aug. 2—Annual convention of Threewhich convey the suggestion that after Quarter Century Club tn Skowhegan.
Aug. 3—Rockport—Midsummer Fair of
all eighteen is an age seriously to bc Baptist Sewing Circle on church lawn.
Aug.
20—Annual muster of Maine
taken account of. Three illustrations State Hand
Engine League ln Skowhe
gan.
at the moment come to mind.

It W’as the boy of 18, Thomas Bailey
Aldrich, whose poem "Baby Bell,"
first published in the New York
Journal of Commerce, and sweeping
through the country like a piece of
news, found its way into the
newspapers and homes of the land,
bringing to its youthful writer
Immediate poetical fame, an early
promise that experienced continuous
growth throughout the succeeding
half-century of his life, and left his
name high on the New England roll
of poets. To quote its opening stanza:
Have you not heard the poets tell
How came the dainty Baby Bell
Into this world of ours?
The gates of heaven were left ajar:
With folded hands and dreamy eyes.
Wandering out of Paradise.
She saw this planet, like a star.
Hung ln the glistening depths of even—
Its bridges running to and fro.
O'er which the whlte-wlnged Angels go.
Bearing the holy Dead to heaven.
She touched a bridge of flowers—those
feet.
So light they did not bend the bells
Of the celestial asphodels.
They fell like dew upon the flowers:
Then all the air grew strangely sweet.
And thus came dainty Baby Bell
Into this world of ours.

Who does not recall that famous
picture of the dogs of St. Bernard,
telling its tragic story of the traveler
lost among the Alpine snows. In the
homes of taste of an earlier genera
tion engravings from the painting held
conspicuous place and are still occa
sionally to be encountered. The
painting, of world-wide celebrity, was
done by an English artist, afterward
Sir Edwin Landseer, celebrated for
his pictures of dogs. This his first
attempt was done when he was 18
years of age. We saw in New York
the other*day this painting, measur
ing some five by seven feet in size,
instinct with life and color, and
found it difficult to believe that It was
the hand of an eighteen-year-old boy
that had created it. A letter from
its present owner lies on our desk
telling the story of the picture. Our
readers may be interested to see thc
text of it in a later issue of the paper.
For another illustration we propose
the name of Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
the English pre-Raphaelite painter
and poet, no long time deceased,
whose work in both spheres of art
has placed him upon a high pinnacle
of achievement. Like Aldrich; Ros
setti was 18 when he gave to the
world that masterpiece of imagina
tion and intellectual finish, “The
Blessed Damozel,” which In the read
ing brings to one the stirring of
“those brave, translunary things the
first poets had.”
The blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of heaven:
Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even;
She had three lilies ln her hand.
And the stars in her hair were seven.

Thus the poem opens, and Ros
setti did this marvelous thing at 18.
Aldrich and Landseer set up their
reputations in the same period of age.
Let us not think upon high school
graduation altogether in its aspects
of adolescence. Always genius may
be thought of as lurking around thc
corner. It may be one of our own
18-year-oldsters who shall bring her
into the open.
GEN. KNOX'S DIPLOMACY
As Seen In His Reply To Sarcastic
Congressman During Valley Forge
Appeal

One thing about the World War:
Little or nothing has been said about
the soldiers going hungry. In this
department, at least, the old hard
ships seemed to have been success
fully eliminated. In contrast, one
recalls Washington at Valley Forge.
Thc plight of thc Continental army
became so desperate that Washington
finally sent Gen. Knox and Captain
Sargeant to explain their condition to
congress.
It will be remembered that Gen.
Knox was very generously propor
tioned and it happened that Cap
tain Sargeant was far from wearing
tatters. One member of Congress
noted this and remarked that in spite
of the tale of starvation and rags he
had seldom noted a gentleman so fat
and one so well dressed.
“It is true,” said Gen. Knox, "for
out of respect, the choice was made
of the only man who had an extra
ounce of flesh and the only one who
had a whole suit of clothes."—Boulder
County (Col) Miner and Farmer.

Every-Other-Day
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WEATHER

Cloudy and cooler this morning is
in contrast to yesterday's sunny
warmth, when noon temperature was
at 70. Wind is northeast, but cloudy
is the forecast for tomorrow and the
weather man does not have much to
say about rain. The showers of Sun
day afternoon were not sufficient to
penetrate more than the surface »il
and lots more is needed to plump up
the luscious strawberries which will
be abundant in Knox County gar
dens before long.

53.48
3.75
3.85
4.25
14.95

The children of the sub-primary,
first and third grades of the Tyler
school were photographed Friday
afternoon in three groups.

32x6 .................................... 24.85
600x20 ..................................

Esten Blake, who has charge of a
linotype battery in the office of thc
Kennebec Journal, spent the week
end at his Rockland home.

15.98

BOYS
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
Pennsylvania Bicyrlc Tire
“Sturdy Stud”

A last summer's squash, in as per
fect condition as the day it wm
picked, furnished food for Rev. Mr.
1 Holman's table at Port Clyde, June 2.

98c

Alderman Ralph P Conant ap
peared at last night's city meeting,
his face wreathed in smiles. It's nice
! to be grand-daddy to a 10-pounder.

13 Plate Bonded Battery
$5.50

Assistant Engineer Harry D.
Phillips is back on the job. tri
umphant after two weeks' struggle
with pneumonia.
Feeling a bit
peaked, but the same genial Harry.

Sea View Garage
689 Main

st., rockland

61-tf

WE WANTERKNOW!

JUST LIKE Us//ur
CITY CAS
C

Barnum On Broadway
Those new town markers, which
also voice a caution against forest Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
; fires, are a praiseworthy innovation.
What year was Barnum's circus on
Broadway? It took in the eld ballAt Crawford’s Lake Francis Orne is ground, a field then owned by Jabez
i trying a new experiment in his back- B. Grecnhalgh, and another field
cottage garden—the raising of sun- where the Virgil F. Studley and
Homer E. Robinson residences are
i flower squashes. '
now located, and owned at that time
There will be a meeting of Ander- by Mrs. J. P. Wise. There was no
! son Camp, S.U.V. Wednesday eve- Masonic street extension at that time.
I ning to make arrangements for thc I remember that my father, Reuben
M. Pillsbury, and his cousin, Maj.
G.A.R. encampment.
Ralph R. Ulmer had a tent in the
corner of Grace street and Broadway,
Eugene Follett mourns the loss of
and sold refreshments. The big top
14 IJhode Island Reds which some was
opposite our house.
unscrupulous person Cubtracted from
Mrs. H. B. Waltz
his flock the other night.
• « • •
»

Compare These Prices
29x4.40 ................................
29x4.50 ................................
30x4.50 ................................
28x4.75 .............................
30x5 ......................................

Regular meeting of Rockland Lodge
cf Masons occurs tonight at 7.30.

M

The Rebus Bible
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy of New Haven,
Conn., writes in your June 2 issue
asking about the “Bible in Pictures,”
or rebus Bible. In my possession is a
copy of this Bible that belonged to
my grandmother, Catherine Crockett,
the wife of Jonathan Crockett who
lived on Sea street and owned a large
part of what is known as Crockett's
Point, The covers of the little bock
are much worn so that no title ap
pears thereon, which is wl;at Mrs.
Cuddy wants to learn. I am sorry not
to be abie to give her that informa
tion, but none thc less the book is a
great curiosity.
The preface states "To imprint on
the Memory of Youth by lively and
sensible images the sacred truth of
Holy Writ is the object of the follow
ing work." It bears the date 1794.
Flora M. Wise
Rockland, June 6.

hello Maryl

• • • • yes indeed, I use Philgas and

you have no idea what a joy it is—so

clean and fast • • • • It's so easy to
cook with gas, too. The oven heat con

trol on my new range takes all the guess

work out of baking, and I can leave

the kitchen for hours while a whole
f \
meal cooks • • • • no bother at all
about the fuel, • • • • it's just like

using city gas • • • • I certainly can
recommend Philgas because it has

been so satisfactory in every way • • • •

4\

One of those pretty ranges will do

wonders for the appearance of
your kitchen • • • • the Dealer?

• • • oh, yes, here’s his name

and address • • • • Glad
to do if • • • • See you

EAST SEARSMONT

soon, Mary. Goodbye!"
Knox County Twilight Lcague
Mrs. Lizzie Gould and daughter
plans will be formulated at tomor Mildred of Lincolnville, son Roland
row night's meeting of the managers Gould of Portland and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine who and executives which will be held in Mrs. Marshall Swift of Winterport,
occupied apartments in Tne Lindsay the American Legion rooms at 8 were recently callers at Mrs. Clara
Gelo's.
through the winter months have re o’clock, daylight.
turned to their home on Mechanic
The following were home over Me
J. H. Montgomery of Camden, morial Day: Mr. and Mrs. James
street.
Leonard R. Campbell of Rockland and Strout of Augusta at W. C. Strout's:
On his 80th birthday John J. Ward- Charles Starrett of Rcckland have Mr. and Mrs. Almon Young of j
well of this city was a special guest been nominated for notaries public Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
at the Rotary Club meeting in Cam and come up for confirmation by the Butler of South Braintree, Mass., at
Commercial College will close next den last week. He is the grandfa’htr executive Council next Friday.
D. B. Young's and F. Batchelder's; .
Tuesday.
Mr .and Mrs. Byron Carr and little
of Rotarian Marcus P. Chandler.
Mrs. Emma Dick, department as daughter of Searsport the guests of
Last week of school. Some of the
sistant conductress, Mrs. Myra Watts, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Russell
Gray,
former
proprietor
of
pupils are well nigh inconsolable.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
department color bearer, and Mrs. I Strout;
313-319 MAIN STREET
Clifton Bickford of Ells
the establishment known as "Gray Ella
Hyland, president of Ralph Ul- j worth at his old home and calling
Boats,
”
at
Warren,
is
now
traveling
!
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr.
mer Auxiliary, motored to South on old friends; Mr. and Mrs. Rodney ;
are occupying their new home on Tal agent of thc Western Maryland Portland Sunday to attend the coun- |
Thomas of Lincolnville in town for |
Railroad,
for
New
England,
with
an
bot avenue formerly the Baptist par
highly repressed New England girl, Wentworth was present and gar
cil meeting of the Auxiliary of United the day; Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
STRAND THEATRE
office in Boston.
sonage.
•
who starts out to see life In Paris. come interesting facts in regard to tl
Spanish War Veterans.
Richards at F. Batchelder's.
Most of the trouble begins when Sally farming situation. Also the propose
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Heald
of
Bel:
James
Cagney's
n:w
picture
"Thc
There will be degree work at thc
Members of The Courier-Gazette
chooses to pretend she is married only route of the new road through Wald
Two local baseball teams will take
staff acknowledge the receipt of in meeting of Miriam Rebekah Lodge possession of Community Pair: at mont and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mar (Crowd Rears,” a s'ory of high-speed because she has learned that wives boro was ably discussed.
vitations to the Camden High School tonight, with two candidates. An 5.30 tonight and on the strength of riner and son Gilbert were at L. L. auto racing. c:m?s for Wednesday have a much better time in the French
Mrs. Rufus vcrlock visited her si:
amusing entertainment program will their showing will be selected part, Morse's and Leslie Marriner’s Me j and Thursday.
graduation.
capital. The plan works excellently ter Mrs. Damon Bcner in East Frient
The large cast of professionals and
be presented at the close of lodge j at least of the players who will rep morial Dav and as it was Mrs. Marriner's birthday a fine decorated cake 1 non-professionals includes, in addition I until Sally's supposed husband ar ship Friday.
Donald Ward and Edwin Kenrick and refreshments will be served.
resent this city in the Knox County and ice cream were served, which all to Cagney, Joan Blondell, Ann Dvorak, rives un?xpectedly on the scene. To
The friendly contest that is bcir
brought home a supply of nice salmon
escape him, Sally hurries back to her
Twilight Lcague this summer. It
Eric Linden, Guy K bbee, Frank Mc home town, but the persirtent "hus carried on between members of tl
and togue as the result of a success 
Miss Dorothy D. Walsh, sub-pri will be a nine-inning contest and enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Rcbinson and Hugh and Charlotte Marriam. Among band” follows her under an alias, and Grange came to a climax last Thur:
ful fishing trip at Moosehead and mary teacher of Camden's public worth watching.
family of Rockport were guests Sun the famous racing drivers seen in "The the complications among the villagers dday evening when those on eac
Ripogenus
i schools, will sail from Boston June 12
day of Mr. and Mrs Albert Marriner. Crowd Roars" are William Arnold, ] are said to make the climax a note side did their utmost. But the end
on S. S. Adriatic for a summer in
Lewis O. Earrows, of Newport, a
! not yet. Five applications were ri
Mr. and Mrs. John Butterwick and Lou Schneider, Harry Hartz, Ralph worthy affair for screen fans.
The Maine Osteopathic Association England and Scotland. Her mother, candidate for the Republican nomina
held its annual meeting Saturday at Mrs. Charles E. Walsh of Princeton tion for Governor, will be the sp'aker son Otis of New York and Mrs. Car Hepburn, Fred Guisso, Phil Pardee, | Miss Bennett, hitherto considered ceiving. The captains arc Jesse Mil
rol Calbath of Bangor were recent Spider Matlock, Jack Brisko, Fred an appealing ingenue and dramatic and ellie Copeland and the losir
Lakewood, with Dr. Ethel Crie of will accompany her.
at the Rockland Lions Club. Wednes visitors in town.
Fram and many others. Arnold and actress, reveals in this production an side is to furnish a supper. The ci
Thomaston as the onlv local attend
day noon. There will be other special
Mrs. Clara Gclo was calling on her Schneider were Indianopolis Speed unexpected flair for high comedy.— , 'test runs three weeks longer. Gi
ant. Dr. Myron G. Ladd of Portland
Mayor Richardson submitted) his features and the 27 Lions who at relatives Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt, way champions for 1930 and 1931 reinterest has been manifested a
was named president.
adv.
same list of appointments last night tended the last luncheon, and now recently.
much merriment resulted.
| spectively.
■ and all were rejected by the aider- rank 100% in June attendance, must
"The Crowd Roars," concerns thc
Clifton Bickford has bad his barn
Mrs. Rosa Cutting and Augusti
A partial census of the plants in men. An appropriation of $50 was not miss this meeting, in order to bc
roof shingled. Leander Briggs who is 1 rise of a racing driver to champion| White made a business trip Fird
SOUTH WARREN
bloom in the Knox Arboretum taken made for the purpose of hiring a in the running.
j ship heights and his subsequent
I to Por tla'.d and returned Sunda
staying there did the work.
Sunday gives 24 natives and 38 in ' band for the Grand Army parade one
J. F. Burgess and family of Rock downfall and regeneration, following
Frank Page is working on the new , William Rice who has been stayir
troduced shrubs and herbaceous J week from Thursday. Otherwise the
The piscatorial skill of Harry Ber
| at the Cutting Farm for a few da
plants. Now is the time to see the i city meeting last night was wholly de- man and Fred C Black found 15 new land were in town recently calling on his responsibility for the death of his high school building in Union.
his mother Mrs. Mary Burgess and j partner during an important race,
An a'tempt was made to extract returned to his home in Thcmasto
azaleas in all their beauty.
i voted to routine business.
admirers Sunday night when that daughter Mrs. Albert Marriner.
j Thc Indianapolis Speedway serves as gas fiom Alvah Spear's gas station Monday.
number of Elks dined on trout and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dyer of Cam thc background for many of the cx- Friday night, but in some way the J Mrs. Rufus Overloek visited
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange j
I sister Mrs. Damon Benner in Ea
meets at Vinalhaven Saturday ' Collins McCarthy, the only surviv togue which the gallant fishermen den and Mrs. Chris ina Hall of Augus I citing race scenes, during which num ' intruders were frightened off.
had
extracted
from
their
recent
ta were recent visitors of Mr. and erous accidents occurred. The Ven
Capt. Samuel Lowe and Cecil Friendship, Friday.
Steamer leaves the Rockland public ing member of his company in the
tura and Ascot Speedways in Cali Andrews of Tenants Harbor were at
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland ar
landing at 8 o'clock daylight; a Battle of Gettysburg, and one of two Moosehead trip. They lost nothing Mrs. Albert Marriner.
fornia also form the setting fcr addi M. P. Orne's Wednesday.
I mother were at Edwin Kclloch’s
steamer also leaves Camden Yacht j charter members of Thomas H. Mar through the skill of thc two chefs
shall Post. G.A.R. of Belfast, celebrat Emery Barbour and Don Brewer.
tional thrilling race scenes.—adv.
Mrs. Lera Delano of Thomaston North Warren, Firday evening. Th
Club at the same hour.
TREMONT
ed his 93d birthday recently. Mr.
' was a caller on Mrs. M. P. Orne last also called on Mrs Hattie Leonard
Mrs.
Ida
Dix
has
arrived
from
The opening of the season’s picnic
! week.
Pleasantville a former pupil of th
Commencement at Bates takes McCarthy lost an arm in the Battle
Portland to spend the summer at
PARK THEATRE
Twenty Good Will granges wended correspond?nt whom she had not sec
place June 11-12-13.
Graduation of Gettysburg. He was in thc 19th fcr the Woman's Educational Club will bci home in Bernard.
The feature attrac Ion for Wcd- their way to Martinsville Saturday to in 25 ycars.
exercises will take place Monday eve Maine Regiment, Company E, In bc with the club's secretary. Mrs. Win
At the Underwood factory it is ex
ning, and in the class will be Miss fantry, enlisting in '62 in thc town ifred Horton, Cedar street. June 21. pected to begin packing sardines this J nesday and Thursday is “Careless attend Pomona. There were about 140
with
speaker
to
tc
announced.
Drive
Lady".
: present and a rousing good time was
Mary had a little lamb. What
Alice Hellier. daughter of Mr. and of Stockton.
reports are due and special activity week.
j The story concerns Sally Brown, a enjoyed by everybody. County Agent you have?—Buffalo Evening N-w
Mrs. E. J. Hellier of this city.
Miss Frances Wallace spent a por
at
once
is
urged
in
order
that
further
Spectators who survived tlie down
tion of the week at Southwest Harbor
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday pour at Togus Sunday afternoon saw picnics be arran;ed. Box lunches, with lrer friend Mrs. Agnes Trundy.
night with 6 o'clock supper in charge as lively a ball game as the drenched hostess to serve coffee at 6. Take
The ladies’ aid meets this week with
of Mrs. Laura Maxey. Naomi Chapter grounds would permit, the Philadel dishes. Current item and memorized Mrs. Henry Albee for an all-day
of Tenants Harbor will be a special phia Giants beating Togus 9 to 8. gem of poetry or prose, with psychol session with picnic lunch.
guest. Work will be exemplified. Hundreds had left the grounds con ogy and human relation problem.
Mrs. Flora Latty and daughter
Members of any Eastern Star Order vinced that a ball game that day
Madeline spent thc weekend at Beech
The
graduating
class
of
Rockland
visiting in the city arc always wel would be an impossibility. The visit
Hill with relatives.
come at thc meetings.
ors were much interested in thc pre High School appeared at the First
\iyi A R K F
Dr. L. Sherman Cleaves of Bar
liminary work which is being done on Baptist Church in full force Sunday Harbor was calling o nfriends in this
evening,
and
listened
to
a
forceful
Penobscot View Grange is holding the new hospital.
and instructive baccalaureate ser place last week.
its regular meetings and as it does
not vacation tlirough the summer
Patricia Anne Kelley of this city, mon bv the pastor. Rev. J. C. Mac
NORTH WARREN
months holds forth the year round who is now five months old, is be Donald. who took for his subject the
It has been proven beyond a doubt !
every Thursday night with something lieved to be the youngest member of class motto, "We Finish. To Begin."
special each meeting. This Thursday the American Legion Auxiliary, as The beginning of a life of service was that one does rot have to go to the I
there will be something special to eat her application was submitted to thc advocated by the preacher, who cities to find the smartest bovs and
after the meeting and the usual good auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post classified as the kinds of service un girls. Pupils of the Anderson school, ;
social time for all..
and accepted before the young lady selfish, unslothful. optimistic, cour under the training of their teacher ;
ALIVE
was quite three hours old. With her ageous and christion. "You are not Mis Nye, gave one of the best George j
Cecil Clay, court stenographer, of mother she took part in this year's 1 going to drift, but to lift." he told the Washington programs last Thursday ]
Belfast, was in the city yesterday to Memorial Day parade. She is the i graduates. Many parents and other night that has bsen put on the stage.
report a reference case from the Knox daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William P. relatives of the graduates were in The costumes and manner assumed
County Superior Court heard before Kelley, Broadway, both of whom arc the congregation, which numbered by the boys and girls were typically
Associate Justice Herbert T Powers of active Legion workers. ,
colonial, and tco much cannot be said
544.
Fort Fairfield. Mr. Clay will also re
as to thc ability of the children as
port the annual meeting of the Maine
POUND
At the annual meeting of thc actors and their teacher as an instruc
The traditional and impressive
Medical' Association to be held at “hooding" ceremony will climax thc , W.C.T.U. Friday these directors of tor. The Grange hall was attractively
NATIVE CAUGHT
Rangeley Lake next week.
medical school careers of over 50 departments were chosen: Ameri decorated with American flags, and
Boston University school of medicine canization, Miss Florence S. Hast the occas on will always be remem
The annual convention of the seniors Thursday evening, as a fea ings; narcotics and medical temper bered by the children having a part
Maine Dental Society will be held ture of the class night exercises. Thc ance. Miss A. Young; S. T. I.. Mrs. in it.
June 16-18 at the Poland. Spring solemn ceremony in which, following Mae Perry: Sundav school wo-k and
—;—;
GENUINE
House. One of the principal speakers the charge given by Dean Alexander daily vacation Bible school, Mrs. I.
BORN
will be Dr. Martin Dewey, president S. Begg, the seniors don the hoods Simmons; temperance literature, Mrs. FRIEND—At Fkowbegan. June 7. to Mr. !
and Mrs. Francis Friend (Elizabeth I
of the American Dental Association.
emblematic of their degrees, will sym Francis Hall; institutes, Mrs Hope
Llneken). a daughter.
This is the first time that an active bolize their induction into their Brewster; child welfare, Mrs. Evelyn
— At Rockland. June 5. to Rev. I
president of the American Dental chosen profession of medicine. Three Sherman; motion pictures, M.s.Frar.k ULMER
and Mrs. Henry E. Ulmer (Jessie
Association ever has addressed the
Conant),
a son. David Elliott, weight :
|
Flint;
temperance
and
missions,
Mrs.
seniors will furnish the musical port
10 pounds.
I
annual convention of the Maine of the program, one of them being a I Gene Atherton; flower missions, Mrs.
society.
talented Rockland boy, Saul R. Alice Kittredge; evangelism, alms
MARRIED
PACKED IN PURE OLIVE OIL OR TOMATO SAUCE
house and systematic giving, Miss Ma CRIE-SPEAR- At Rodkland. June 5. by
Opportunity Farm. New Glouces Polisner.
bel Seavey; parliamentary lew and
Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Donald G. Crie
ter, which has a Rockland man,
IT IS SELDOM THAT SUCH A FANCY SARDINE
and Djrothy N. Spear, both of Rock
Members of the Press Club of Christian citizenship, Mrs. Mary P
land.
Charles G. Hewett, as its manager,
Rich; press, medal contests and
Junior
High
School,
accompanied
by
IS SOLD AT THIS EXTREMELY LOW COST
will observe the 20th anniversary of
L.T.L., Mrs. Clara Emery; Y. P. B.
DIED
its founding next Sunday when Rev. Miss Ellen Thompson and Miss Re Miss Alena Young.
DYER—At Bangor. June 4. Nettle May
Frederick J. Neal, pastor of the St. lief Nichols, teachers, had a jqlly
Dyer, aged 52 years. 3 months. Inter
lawrcnce Congregational Church, picnic Friday night at South Pond.
For
the
32d
consecutive
spring
ment ln Rockland.
Portland, will be the principal speak Box lunch was augmented by toasted I akewcod Theatre flung open its FISH—At West Rockport, June 4. Am
er. The exercises will begin at 2.30 marshmallows and cold drinks, and doors Saturday when a roster of
brose E. Fish, aged 82 years. 11 months. 1
p. m. All persons interested in the the young folks bathed, waded, hiked, Broadway stage folk presented thc
24 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 oclock
and
had
a
talk
fest
and
sing
around
from
the West Rockport chapel. Burial
work being done at Opportunity Farm
In Appleton.
a campfire. Those present were season's opening play “A Church
are invited.
Mouse,"
to
the
largest
audience
in
HOVEY—At Rockland. June 6. Eliza J..
Margaret Dunton, Ruth Pike, Vernet
the theatre's history. All the glit
widow of William T Ilovey. aged 79
DIRECTLY FROM
Why not get the best prices for Morgan, Charlotte Mattatall, Vera ter of a first night was present—
years. 3 months, 26 days. Funeral I
CUT
Thursday at 2 o’clock from the Meth
your berries by shipping them ir. new and Eleanor Ames, Maud Beaton, telegrams and flowers, visiting celeb
THE
WEIRS At
™
odist Church. Please omit flowers.
crates. For sale, wholesale or retail Alice Clancy, Eleanor Look, Robert rities and good wishes of representa
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
—At North Haven. June 3. I
bv V. L. Packard. Rockland, Farmers' Hastings, Stirling Morse, Kenneth tives from nearby cities and ham- WATERMAN
Mrs. Charlotte J. Waterman, aged 87 ]
DAILY
bU11
Union, Camden. Manufactured by L. Morgan, Carl Spear, Edward Hayes I lets, and the players themselves enyears.
A. Packard, R. F. D., Thomaston.— Jr. and Neil Little.
thusiastically joining to make the BARTON—At Vinalhaven. June 3. Ever
ett W. Barton, aged 44 years.
adv.
68*69
first performance an auspicious occa
sion. Congratulatory telegrams were PERRY—At Appleton. June 4. Elbridge
PRICES
ARE
LOWER
G. Perry, aged 74 years, 3 months. 15
We are still doing business at thc
received from Mary Pickford and
days.
Haircuts 25 Cents
same old stand—ready to do your
Douglas Fairbanks, Joan Crawford, MITCHELL—At Appleton. June 6. Rosllla
lawn mower sharpening as usual.
Robert Montgomery, Ann Harding,
Mitchell, aged 81 years. 4 months. 1
Shaves 15 Cents
day. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock,
New low price $1 per. We will oc
Constance Bennett, Joan Blondell,
standard.
HIRAM
YOUNG
cupy our new quarters early in June.
Robert Woolsey, Julia Sanderson and
— At Friendship, June 7.
273 MAIN STREET
R. B. Magune, 700 Main street, city.
Frank Crummit, Daniel Frohman, MURPHY
Luther D. Murphy, aged G4 years, 7
68" It and others.
Phone 315-W.
50-T-56
months, 19 days.
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

WEDNESDAY
SPECIALS

LOBSTERS

BRISLING SARDINES

PENOBSCOT RIVER

- SALMON -

lib

PERRYS

A Good Place
To Trade

MARKET

V
very-Other-Day
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Opening The Enlarged
CTDPFQATlV£

>

FURNITURE
COMPANY
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

STONINGTON

Together With

Our Introduction of

Green Stamps
Expanse Without Expense To You

FREE SOUVENIRS
ON JUNE 9th

See The Beautiful
Premiums—on Display in
Our Window—Which Are
Given FREE For Saving

You Be Here On The Opening—
We’ll Be There On The Welcome!

GREEN DISCOUNT STAMPS

We have had to wait some time to buy—break and build through, but it s done! !
of being driven to the wall, we have driven through it! !

Instead

We acknowledge with thanks the support we have received from our friends and customers
and shall continue to acknowledge it with SERVICE — SAVINGS — SATISFACTION —
and S. & H. GREEN STAMPS.

Our new store offers greater expanse without greater expense to you.
We have greater
merchandising facilities enabling us to quote prices on furniture that are unfamiliar to Rock
land and vicinity.

In S. & H. Green Stamps we ll pay you a sound discount on all cash sales and make it very

desirable for you to pay your accounts so that you can also get the Stamps on installment
purchases.
Remember!
The Stamps are here for YOU—not for us.
When you get in
on the savings, we’re very glad to hand them out.

June 9th, Thursday will be a Gala Day in every way.
FREE souvenirs to all visitors. Also
Remember!
When you’re at the Stonington Furniture Co., you're right across the street
from that beautiful Premium Station in the Fuller-Cobb-Davis Store.
We invite you to come in to see your new furniture Headquarters, also the extraordinary pro
visions we have made to serve you. Buy when you are ready, but see the new store on June 9.
S. & H. Green Stamps will be here for you and we know you’ll be here for them.

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 9th, PROMPTLY
AT 9 O’CLOCK, RAIN OR SHINE - DON’T MISS IT!
People everywhere within traveling distance of this store don’t miss what we believe to be Rockland’s
most sensational furniture sale at the most drastic price reductions to our knowledge in the entire his
tory of our business life—you who have wanted lower prices—you who have hoped, dreamed and waited
for them—now they are here in lavish plenty, that no one can gainsay, deny or dispute. Come expecting

to buy the greatest of bargains!
We promise you you’ll not be dissappointed, but we caution you to come early—first

come first served. There will be no favoritism shown. NOW is also an opportunity
to furnish your summer cottages and hotels, or purchase that swayer, chair, table or
rug for the sun porch.

.

*' .

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE!
Plan to attend this great expansion sale and pick out
the furnishing for your home from our large stock
Our new second story is finished and already stocked
with the most beautiful and complete four-room out
fits at prices unheard of by the present generation.

We Make Your

House a Home
^OPERATIVE

£p operative

REMEMBER! From Now On It’s STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. For STAMPS and SAVINGS!
OPEN EVENINGS

OPEN EVENINGS

In TAe WEEKS NEWS
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SETS NEW RECORD—At the
24th annual Sports Day, at the
Lake Erie College for Girls at
Painesville, Ohio, Virginia Lit
tle, of Cleveland, Ohio, shat
tered the 100 yard low hurdle
American college record. Her
time was 14 8/10 seconds. The
former record was 15 seconds.

•J.-:

STAYING THIN—
Here's Paul Whiteman,
once fat king of Jazz,
digging Into the grape
fruit he credits with
reducing his weight to

a mere 185 pounds.
Despite predictions to
the contrary, he’a
keeping his weight to
this low level, he re
ports, by rigidly keep
ing to his diet

ARTISTIC ROBOT—William Herrschaft, Hartford inven
tor, congratulates Robby, his educated robot, on the
drawings he has been doing in a Broadway window. The
robot, which made its New York debut under the auspices
of General Foods Corporation, draws comic cartoons about
coffee, caricatures of notables, and flashes of the news.

t...

THE MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU

SOUTH THOMASTON
Wessaweskeag Grange Notes

June is here! Well, goodbye May,
hello June! You are welcome with
your roses and apple blossoms, but
i not too many June bugs.
Four more meetings and the
"If our summer visitors could come
According to the figures compiled
by Harrie B. Coe, Manager of the now and take a look around the Grange work will be half completed
Maine Publicity Bureau, replies from shores of our harbor, the harbor at I for the year 1932.
recreational advertising in the na East Boothbay and several of the
May left the Grange with a clear
tional magazines and newspapers are harbors at Southport, they would be slate. The members worked hard
running ahead of 1931. In the five convinced of the reality of the com
weeks' period from March 27 to May ing of summer.” writes the editor of , and got results at every meeting.
7 the 1932 replies reached 13.127 let. the Boothbay Register. Everywhere | Membership is increasing by more
ters against 11,928 for 1931. Accord- \ there are fine yachts and smaller attending and new members coming
ing to Coe, “this may mean one or boats being overhauled and made to in.
all of three things, first what is shine. And it seems to us there are
June 1 was inspection night by
quite obvious, that people are writing more of them than ever before. We
more in advance because they are ’ would like to know the actual value Brother Harold Nash, DJ3., and the
figuring their budgets more closely of the yachts, launches, sailboats and third and fourth degrees were con
and planning ahead to know approxi- i others that now lie in the waters or ferred on three candidates, followed
mately what the trip is going to cost. | on the banks of the harbors of the by the conventional Harvest Feast.
In the second place I am inclined to Boothbay region. It must be many There were 12 visitors present.
The programs for June are as fol
think that there may be quite a num hundreds of thousands of dollars.
ber of people living on incomes from Not all of these boats are pure luxur- lows, subject to change: A Study of
investments, who have heretofore ' ies, many being for general utility, Authors, Poets and Composers;
gone to Europe or taken other expen- among them boats for towing, boats Bible Stories and Sunday School Dis
sive trips who feel the necessity of 1 for passenger carrying and boats cussions; Birthday Night; Baseball
economizing and are coming to tor fishing. Further indications that Spelling Contest.
It is suggested that Brother Ivan
Maine for that purpose. The third a prosperous summer season is asphase is in connection with the boys' sured to the Boothbay region are ln Rackliff and his band give a short
and girls’ camps. We are getting \ the fact that more cottages already concert from the Grange hall piazza
three or four times as many requests have been let here than at this time every Wednesday evening before the
for information about cottages that , in the past two years; there are more meeting, throughout the summer.
may be rented and we are wondering i inquiries about renting property, hoif this is not because parents, who te] and other accommodations than
formerly sent their children to such in the past two years. There Is really
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
camps while they were traveling in , a better prospect than either of the
Europe or elsewhere, are considering last two years has shown and both
economy and taking cottages so that , of the years have been very good sea40 1’
M> Up1.'
the family will all be together.”
! sons in the summer business.”
• * * •
s • • •
Acadia National Park’s new motor
How many of us have visited the
road up Cadillac Mountain will be Olde Gaol at York Village? Main
9
50
dedicated on Saturday, July 23. The tained now as a museum, this his
road, which is now open to the public, torical building of the 18th century
4<» -48
has been under construction since will repay a trip to see it as it is filled
jJ.
,41
‘v/'t
1923 and cost more than $250,000. Di with priceless relics.
rectors of the Chamber of Commerce
Stephen A. Douglass Volk has
a
of Bar Harbor will be in charge of I loaned to the Woman's Library Club
.
-50
the exercises. The road traverses a of Fryeburg, the chair in which
31
31
distance of three and one-half miles Abraham Lincoln sat for his bust and
to reach the summit and the average life mask to Volk's father, Leonard
grade is five percent. Travelers have w. Volk, in Chicago in 1860. Above
pronounced it one of the finest moun- | the chair, on a shelf, is the copy of
tain motor roadways in the world.
J the Lincoln bust and hand.

Additional Evidence of the Prosperous Outlook For Coming
Vacation Season

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Abner Grant, Jr. of Massa
chusetts is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Abner Grant and family. Mr. Grant
was here over the weekend.
Miss Minerva O. Pease was an
overnight guest Wednesday of her
aunt Mrs. P. D. Perry.
• • ♦ •

Observe Day of Prayer

tendent Mrs. Evelyn Pitman gave the
following report of this Union for the
past year: There have been 20 rides
and outings, 65 bouquets and 75 deli
cacies have been distributed, 20 cards
and letters, 120 garments, one pair
blankets, two sheets, one comforter,
crib quilt, two pairs pillow slips, two
pairs pillows and $50 in cash. In
years past it has been the custom to
suspend meetings through July and
August, but it was voted to continue
them this year.
SuDerintendents appointed for the
coming year: S.T.I. Miss Fannie
Gushee; flower mission and relief,
J Mrs. Evelyn Pitman; press work,
j Miss Chrystal Stanley; Sunday
school, Mrs. Julia Currier; social
meetings and red letter days, Eliza
I beth Stanley; child welfare, Mrs.

The W.C.T.U. met Thursday after
noon at the home of the president
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, in obser
vance of the day of prayer. There
were nine members, four visitors and
three children present. Echoes from
the county convention were given by
Mrs. Stanley, Mrs. Watson and Mrs.
Newbert. Flower Mission superin-1 Mary Ames; evangelistic and system
atic giving, Mrs. Alice Watson.
Officers elected last month: Presi
dent, Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert; vice
president, Mrs. Alice Watson; treas
urer, Miss Fannie Gushee; corres
ponding and recording secretary,
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley. Cake, sand
wiches and tea were provided by the
hostess and served by Miss Stanley.
The next meeting will be July 1 with
34tf
Mrs. Julia Currier.

B.C.M CIGARS

FOR LONG FLIGHTS Was Bangor’s Memorial Day
Orator—Paid Respects To
Pacifists

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

A LITTLE TOO HIGH

Sally is trying to reach some
thing from off the shelf and
Bobby is helping her but they
cannot reach the shelf. See how
red Bobby is getting in the face!
If you want to see what they are
reaching for take a pencil-and
join-all the numbered dots'to
gether, starting with dot number
one and ending with dot number
fifty-one

Juanita Burns, not satisfied with
Atlantic hazards, will attempt to
fly the Pacific alone. She Is now
making tests with her plane pre
paratory to the flight. Laura In
galls, who was ln the flight picture
last year, has now apparently
dropped out.
Two Japanese pilots, Capt. Y.
Nakogova and Sergt. K. Asalka,
are ln New York city preparing for
a one-stop flight from New York
to Tokyo. They expect to leave In
March.
A solo flight Is being planned by
an American, but only his friends
know the definite arrangements. It
Is known, however, that the piano
already has been tested and fuel
tanks for a load of 800 gallons have
been Installed and that the goal of
the pilot Is to fly the Pacific.
Longest Rlight Planned.

Opportunity in Plenty
for Week-End Father*
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Girl to Fly Pacific.

A

-L *■

JUDGE GOULD SPOKE

Judge Edward K. Gould had the
distinction of being the Memorial
New York.—Three ocean hops by Day orator in Bangor this year and.
women, a world-circling flight, two as might be expected, his address
flights across the Pacific from Seat was the feature of the Queen City
tle to Tokyo, and the usual quota
program. The Bangor Commercial
of half a dozen jaunts across the
said:
Atlantic from New York to Europe
"The address was by Col. Edward
are on the new year's program of
ocean flying, which will open with K. Gould of Rockland, who paid a
the attempt of two Jupanese to glowing tribute to the soldiers and
sailors who offered their lives for
span the Pacific.
their country in the various wars in
Ruth Nlchots and Elinor Smith which the United States engaged
have their planes equipped for and. incidentally, took occasion to
transatlantic flights and are await pay his respects to pacifists. While
ing the clear weather signal from he expressed his belief that pacifists
Dr. James H. Kimball, who has sup
plied weather data for almost every
Atlantic flight.

H y a m s, wears
one of those
huge sun hats.
Leila wears the
bandanna top
bathing costume,
latest in beach
styles.

16OUNCE BABY GAINING—Life looks
brighter for little Charles St. John, world's
smallest baby. After several weeks on this
planet he tips the scales at three pounds,
thirteen ounces. Do you blame his mother
for smiling?

PILOTS PREPARING

Three Ocean Hops to Be
Undertaken by Women.

HIGH HAT—
S h i e I d ing her
face from the
rays of the sun,
but at the same
time allowing
her back to gain
a tan, Leila

r
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HORIZONTAL
1-Consult
7-Degraded
12- Recline
13- Germ
16- Unit
17- High (Music)
18- ltalian pcct
19- Energy
20- Greek god of war
22-A passageway
(Anat.)
25-Fatner
27-Bird’s home
23- Mountain in
Thessaly
(Gr. Myth.)
29-Doctor (afcbr.)
3C-Backtone
32-An item in one's
property

bl

bb

b8

f HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51-To draw together
(Naut.)
53— Shilling (abbr.)
54- Capital of Italy
E5-A moment
56-Biack sticky
substance
59-Wandered from the
truth
31-Lick up
63- Time period
64- Guaranteed
66- Before
67- Request
68- Perches

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-Useless
20-Girl's name
21- A shoal
23- Eldcst son of Isaac

(Bible)
24— File like tool
26-Becomes visible
29-Abandons
31—Girl’s name
33-Stone (Prov., Eng.)
39- Toothed wheel
40- Capital of Norway
41- Mohammedan
governors
42- Supporting beam
for a roof
43- Pack
44- Narrow strip of
twilled fabric
45- Perceived the
flavor of
47-Fashione
50-Amend
52-A horseman
57- Metric land
measure
58- Butt
60- Wagon track I*
mud
61-The (Fr.)
62- Skill
,64-lnto

America needs more week-end fa
thers who when the week’s work I*
over, become companions with tiieir
children and in this way strengthen
the bond of sympathy between par
ent and children, w’rites Henry B.
Lent, in the Parents’ Magazine. "I
am a week-end fattier,” says he.
"From Monday to Friday I drive fe
verishly three miles to cateli the
8:10 train und feel grateful If 1 um
lucky enough to get ttie 5:35 or the
6:10 train back again in the eve
ning. And that leaves me just week
ends to do the most important job
I have—being u father to my boy."
"Without carrying it to the point
of absurdity I try to be a real pal
to my boy,” continues Mr. Lent, ln
the Parents’ Magazine. "I never
force his relationship, yet ns far as
I think it wise. I gear my own In
terests to his level. One of the
keenest Joys of being a father Is the
privilege of sharing with your
youngsters the contagious amaze
ment that accompanies Ills first In
sight into Interesting, perhaps com
monplace, activities of your world.
Some of the things for which 1 go
considerably out of my way to do
with my son on week-ends would be
unbearably tiresome to many peo
ple. For me it is fun ”

Lamp Chimney Breaks
After 25 Years of Use
Albany. Ore.—After being ln con
stant use for 25 years in the Roy
Crubtree home a lamp chimney
finally decided to “commit suicide.”
One evening it fell apart of its own
accord, although often when disas
ter threatened the chimney had sur
vived without flaw.

are perfectly honest in their convic
tions, he thought that if they had
any surplus energy to expend, they
VERTICAL
Potato Splits Jacket
should devote it to Japan, Russia
Beeville, Texas.—A sweet potato
1- Grasps
and Italy, and then they wouldn't
In the garden of M. McClung, here,
2- Grease
have occasion to worry about the
grew
so fast that It split its jack
3- Snare
34- Choose
United States.
et It weighed 23 pounds.
35- Breaks out suddenly 4- Printer’s measure
"Col. Gould referred to an address
5- Traverses on
36- An insect
which he had delivered on Memorial
horseback
37- Over (Poet.)
Day in Bangor 45 years ago on which
38- A gcat raised for its 6- An eagle
occasion Hon. Hannibal Hamlin of
7- Aids
wool
Bangor, Vice President of the United
Nation’s Wealth for
42-Clergyman in charge 8- Exist
States during the Lincoln adminis
1930, 329 Billion
9- Mop
^of a parish
tration, Hon. C. A. Boutelle. member
10-Polnt of compass
45- Larg»st plants
New York.—America’s na
of Congress and ex-Governor Daniel
(abbr.)
46- Raves
tional wealth for 1930 was
Davis were among the speakers and
;11-Leave
48- Becavse
Dr. Augustus C. Hamlin of Bangor
revealed by the National In
14-A cruet .or
49To
the
sheltered
1 was presiding officer. Col. Gould
dustrial Conference board as
65-Aot
I
condiment*
side
£tate(j that he a]one of
speakers
$329,700,000,000.
The total
; taking part jn the exercises at .that
national income was $71,(Solution
to
Previous
Puzzle)
time, is alive today.
000,000,000.
"He paid a tribute to Hannibal
VINALHAVEN
This means for each fam
Hamlin and said it was a most provi
ily a capital of $10,961 and
dential thing that Hamlin was vi^e
The event of last, week was the
a family Income of $2,366—
president at the time of the Civil Junior Prom, held at Town hall Sat
If equally divided.
War. He mentioned how Hamlin urday night with music by the Fakers.
N
The capital dropped 8.9 per
had told the President on.inaugura The hall was artistically decorated
Leaves His Fortune
cent from 1929 and Income
tion day that he would support the with green and white festoons from
decreased 16.4.
to “Perfect Babies” President in his policy at all times— the ceiling lights to the four corners.
and
how
he
did
so,
with
all
the
The per capita wealth for
Evergreens
and
white
daffodils
were
Hamilton, Ont.—Parents of 90
Illinois in 1930 was $2,958.
per cent perfect habies borp in strength of his fine mind and rugged at the windows: at the head of the
hall a large moonlight scene was arHamilton and the adjoining W.-nt- honesty.
“There had not been a President i ar.ged. The mcon was electrically
worth district, will he pnld $1,000
who has had such active support of lighted, rising above the trees and [
for bringing snch children into the
his vice president up to this time., casting golden rays on the water, and
world under the will of Watson G. He told of the splendid men, 1969 in the blue sky showing silver stars, I
Walton.
number, that Bangor gave to the proved a unique feature. The dance '
The will provides for the estab Civil War. Over a million, men who was largely attended and a good sum i
lishment of a foundation which will were enlisted were less than 21. It netted.
conduct the experiment in eugenics. was a young man’s war.
Limerock Val’.ey Pomona will be Burgess enjoyed a supper at Carver's |
Walton left $296,241 for the pur
“He praised the soldiers of the entertained next Saturday by Pleas Cove Friday evening. Those present
Spanish-American War and the ant River Grange.
pose.
were Rebecca Duncan, Louise BurSince 1840 this firm has falthf”1'"
Prospective wives and husbands, World War. He said while the
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames have re gess, Alice Burgess, Beatrice Burgess, 1 served
the families of Knox County
wishing to enroll ln the founda soldiers were fighting in the great turned from Camden. Mr. Ames Minnie Wadsworth, Bessie Swears,
LADY ATTENDANT
tion. must submit to physical and war to free the world for democracy leaves this week for Boston to enter Charlotte Mills, Minnie Gray, Doris I
mental examinations, establishing over 100,000 millionaires had been upon his duties as captain of the SalCorinne v-nGreenleaf,
Miriam
Day Telephone 450—781-1
I
ricvv-v 1 on f YJr»
1 rro nor rt
Greenleaf,
Barbara Dnnnrtc
Roberts, Li
Elizabeth
their fitness to marry. They must made. He paid his respects to the tonstall yacht.
Hopkins,
Evelyn
Hopkins,
Eugene
[
racketeer
and
said
America
would
BURPEE’S
he residents of tills city, or county,
H. L. Libby who has been the guest
awake and settle this problem, as it of his mother Mrs. T. E. Libby, left Burgess, George Lawry and Murray; j
for one year prior to enrollment.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Hopkins.
Monday for his home in Westwood,
Children of snch parents, reach has all others.”
The grade schools closed Friday ow
Mass.
ing the age of twelve, are exam
Work has begun on the Baker cot ing to an epidemic of measles and
PICK-UP SERVICE
ined by the foundation. If found
tage at Cedar Island. L. A. Coombs whooping cough.
99 per cent perfect, physically and
The freshman class of V. H. S. en
FOR SALE
mentally, the parents receive $500. s Proving So Successful That is superintendent.
Celeste Carver has returned from joyed a weinie roast at Clayter’s
At the age of twenty-one, the pro
RUUD
Maine Central Is Extend- Bates College for the summer vaca- Beach Friday night.
cedure Is duplicated and again. If
‘
\ tion.
Merle Hutchinson of Rocklqnd is
Instantaneous
Automatic
the offspring fulfills the required
ing It
Gerald Smith of Everett, Mass., ar- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Angus Henni99 per cent average, the parents
------; rived Saturday and. is guest of his gar.
—
The Maine Central’s new pick-up ] mother Mrs. Raymond Smith.
are awarded $500.
Mr. and and Mrs. T. L. Roberts
In his will Walton said he wished and delivery service has turned out
Tire Junior Christian Endeavor, arrived Satuiday and will spend the
to do something “for the better edu so successfully that it will be ex chaperoned by Rev. and Mrs, P. J. summer months at their home, Creek
cation of mothers toward hringlng tended. according to advices received Clifford and Mr. and Mrs. Harvard side.
Size 4. Style F
Communion was observed at Union
up children of a higher standard of yesterday by Miss Lenore W. Benner
Stcrctary of the Chamber of Com « m «■> f* ■■ ■ n n n r* i
Church Sunday. Rev. P. J. Clifford’s
health and mentality."
Practically New
merce, in a letter from Charles K.
text was “Credo". There was special
Can Be Seen At Thia Office
Hall, assistant freight traffic man
music by the choir, with Mrs Agnes
130-tf
California Mayor Holds
ager. He writes:
Smalley as organist.
At the meeting with your mem
Mrs.
Sada
Robbins
is
a
patient
at
Job for Three Minutes bers. April 25 we outlined the new
Knox Hospital.
Her sister Mrs.
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Pasadena, Calif.—Some kind of a plan of pick-up and deliverv service
Charles Webster spent the weekend in
record has been established by Ed on less carload freight, which was
Rockland.
ward O. Nay, business man here made effective in 12 cities and towns
Rev. P. J. Olifford will deliver the
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
baccalaureate sermon next Sunday to
who was mayor of Pasadena re May 2.
"It may interest you to know that
the gradua! ing class of V. H. S.
cently for exactly three minutes and
Everett W. Barton, 44, died June 3.
F IIL'CK is u very real little boy
thirteen seconds. After a recall of the success of this experiment has
to every reader of Mark Twain’s Obituary will appear in the next issue. SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc
public officials Nay was elected may been so gratifying that on June 1st
The graduation exercises of the
or and chairman of a new board of we extended this service tc all sta “Tom Sawyer" and “Huckleberry
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1251
tions on the Maine Central R. R. in j
city directors. No sooner had the Maine; and in addition, effective this Finn," it Is because both the author class of 1932, V. H. S. will be held in
ROCKLAND
Memorial
hall
the
evening
of
June
applause subsided than the board same date, the arrangement applies of Ills story and ttie artist who Il
56-tf
16. The program will be published
moved to abolish the title of between all stations on the Maine lustrated it used real boys for their later.
"mayor,” and the motion passed Central R. R. in the State of Maine models.
Ttie Illicit Finn Mark Twain wrote
unanimously—even Nay voting his and all stations on the Bangor &
NORTH HAVEN
about was a childhood acquaintance
approval.
Aroostook R. R.
In addition to this, we have ar lie portrayed exactly as he was, even
Mrs. Charlotte J, Waterman
ranged effective July 4, for the hand to liis battered straw hat and the
City’s Records Safe as
After a brief illness from pneu
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ling of interstate traffic between 61 single suspender strap that upheld
Mrs. Charlotte J. Waterman,
Police Can’t Open Safe stations on our line and 154 stations his patched overalls. “Huckleberry monia,
ALL MAKES OF SE'is
87, died at the home of her son
Newport News, Va.—Police rec on the Boston & Maine R. R., includ Finn,” wrote Mark Twain in his Frank Waterman on the Little Thor
ing Boston, with pick-up and deliv “Autobiography,” “was Tom Blank
ords of this city are absolutely safe ery service at all of these points.
R. W. TYLER
oughfare road early Friday morning.
against any kind of disclosure. Not Information as to the points includ enship. Tom’s father was at one Mrs. Waterman was native of North '
PHONE 58-28
even the officials can get to them, ed may be obtained from our local time town drunkard, an exceeding Haven having been born on the}
all because the outside door of the freight agent. We believe this in ly well defined and unofficial office Island Jan. 31, 1845, the daughter of I
safe was closed unwittingly by formation will be pleasing to the of ttiose days. ... In Huckle Samuel and Betsy Carver. When j
some one who did not know the shippers and receivers of freight in berry Finn I have drawn Tom ex 19 years of age she united with the
rule that It was necessary to keep Rockland, and we will appreciate it actly as he was. He was ignor Baptist Church of North Haven, DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
this large outer door open at all if you will make the facts known to ant, unwashed, insufficiently fed; making her a member for 68 years,
DENTIST
times because no one knew tlie com your members.”
tint lie had as good a heart as any and one of the oldest of the church.
bad boy. IJe was the only really As age advanced Mrs. Waterman be 302 Main St Tel. 915-M Rocklanc
bination.
A GOOD SHOWING
independent person, man or boy, in came lame so that during these
139*60
the community, and by consequence later years she had been confined to
Coal Ago “Reproduced”
Central Maine Last Year Did More
he was continuously happy, and was a wheel chair, but all along she was
A restoration of the Coal age with
Business Than In Preceding Year
uncomplaining.
Besides her son
envied by all the rest of us.”
Its luxuriant carbopiferous forests
Frank she is survived by five daugh
The
Iluck
Finn
the
illustrator
F.
and strange primeval animal life of
The first quarter report of the Cen
ters, Mrs. A. L. Carver of North Con
Gilchrest
over 250,000,000 years ago is on ex tral Maine Power Co., an operating \V, Kemble drew as Courtland P. way, the others residents of North
hibition at the Field Museum of unit of New England Public Service Morris, now of Audubon, N. J. Mark Haven, Mrs. Ora Woodworth, Mrs.1
! Monumental Works
Natural History, Chicago.
Will [
Company, shows gross operating Twain selected Kemble because he Augustus Whitmore, Mrs.
Main Street
The exhibit represents a land revenues of $1,520,041, as compared saw a resemblance to Huck in one Sampson and Mrs. Irving Grant, j
Thomaston, Main*
RTISTIC MEMORIALS
scape of the so-called Pennsylvania with $1,662,731 for the correspond ot Kemble’s drawings in Life. Kem There are also several grandchildren. I
Telephone Connaotlon
period when the land flora of the ing quarter last year. After operat ble in turn saw Huck In Court Mor Funeral services were held in the
paleozotic era was reaching its cul ing expenses, taxes, and other ris, then sixteen years old, whom he Pulpit Harbor Church Sunday after
mination ln vast swamps that cov charges, the net available for retire- ! found playing in a public school noon and in the absence of the pas
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ered much of the territory then ments and dividends was $617,566, a' yard in the Bronx. For four dol tor Rev. H. F. Huse were conducted
STEAMBOAT CO.
lars a week Court posed i for every by Rev. C. W. Corey of the Baptist
raised above the sea In the northern compared with $777,106 a year ago.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
t
For the 12 months’ period ended etinrarter from Aunt Polly to Tom, Church of Springvale. Interment
hemisphere.
leaves Swan's Island at 5.3(
March 31, 1932 gross operating reve- ' mid it is Court whom most of us was in the family lot in the Fuller A.Steamer
M
.
Stonington
6.25,
North
Haven
7.23
In Europe and in northern Asia, nues totalled $6,386,511. as compared'
cemetery.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock'
as well as in North America, these with $5,956,325 a year ago. Net for ; visualize when we think of Iluek
land about 9.30.
Return -Laves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Finn. Court himself many years
forests gave rise In the course of retirements and
Bridegroom
—
“
I
thee
endow
with
dividends was
Vlnak aven 245. North Haven 3J0. Ston
time to the enormous accumulations $2,789,878 as compared with $2,765,- ' later confessed tlmt lie spent the all my worldly goods.”
Ingto , at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan’l
6 00 P M
of plant materials that now consti 962 for the corresponding period the weekly four dolUirs for candy!
His Father—“There goes his bi Island about
B. U. STINSON, uenerai A(ent. 1
(ci. M32. Western Newspaper Unlun.)
cycle! "—Lampoon.
tute the world's principal coal beds. year previous.
140-f
1

The possibility Is also seen that
this secret flyer may break the
long-distance flight record made by
Boardman and Polando on their
hop from New York to Istanbul.
Turkey. It Is expected that he will
be able to exceed their mark by
1,000 miles.
Most of the pilots who are plan
ning Atlantic hops expect to go
alone. In this group are William
Marsalis and William Ulbrlcht. who
have been tuning up planes for two
months so as to have them ready
ln the spring for flights which are
expected to be
_ made solo. ,
..
The giant German monoplane^
Dornierr DO-X, which Is stilt in New
York, may also attempt a northern
trans-oceanlc crossing in the spring.
The engines of the giant plane have
heen modernized In the Curtiss
plant at Patterson. N. J.
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► EMBALMING -<
MOTOR AMBUIANQ

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
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I

RADIO

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 7, 1932
Madison, N. J., after visiting W L.
Tompkins Jr. for a week.
J. C. Simmons is driving a new
Ford-8 sedan and Byron Burns a new
Ford-8 coupe.
Mr. and Mrs. August Sweetland of
Boston spent the weekend at Martins
Point.
Mrs. E. A. Burns has returned home
her home in Stoneham, Mass., after
spending several weeks here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lewis, Mrs.
Cora Cushman and Mrs. Rose Cush
man motored to Portland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden and
friends of Waldoboro spent the week
end at their Martin's Point cottage.
I The Friendship baseball team went
to South Thomaston to play Sunday
but the game was cancelled on ac
count of rain.

FRIENDSHIP

grandchildren Agnes and Edward
Harvey of Frankfort were luncheon
guests at Locust Lodge Sunday.
Albert Young of Rockport spent
Memorial Day with his grandmother
Alberta Young.
C. K.Richards was in Rockport and
Rockland for the weekend and holi
day and visited relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and
daughter of Rockland were weekend
guest at Victor Reed’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Gray of Gard
iner were calling on relatives in this
place Sunday.
Miss Vida Reed was guest of her
cousin Sybil Heal Over the weekend.
Mrs. Flora Heal and daughter Arline and Mrs. Eugene Young were
recently guests at Locust Lodge.

George M. Robinson, wholesale
Marmon salesman, of Newton Centre,
was In town Friday visiting friends.
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
Rogers of Portland are spending a
week at their Hatchet Cove house.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Drummond of
Portland were in town Friday.
Stanley Poland is driving a njw
Pontiac sedan.
Dancing will be resumed at the
Playhouse next Saturday. Pierce’s
orchestra of Augusta will furnish
music.
Mrs. E. A. Beerus has returned horpe
after a few days visit with relatives
in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian P. Marchand
of Augusta visited relatives in town
RAZORVILLE
recently.
LINCOLNVILLE
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Little of Bahgor were in town last week.
William Richards of Rockland was
There were many visitors in town
Morris Simonsen and Edward Eske- at Locust Lodge Wednesday.
over Memorial Day which was very
sen have returned to their home in
Mr. and Mrs. William Young and pleasing to those living here. Mr.
Whitmore who lives near the cemetery
is caring for several lots and doing
other work there..
A Children’s Day program will he
carried out by the school June 12 at
10.30 a. m. s’andard time, in the
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
Chapel. Those who attended last year
remember how interesting it was and
no doubt will be anxious to enjoy it
hair lb.
again. It is not exclusively for chil
dren, and parents and grown-ups are
cordially invited to be present.
Mrs. Blanche Johnson is in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Vanner of Win
chester who were visiting at Charles
Vanner’s, returned home Tuesday of
last week.
Mrs. Nora Campbell of China is a
visitor in town1 and everyone is glad
to see her here again.
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert spent the day
at Augusta Thursday.
Trinity Union coming soon. Watch
354
“Fresh from the Gardens”
for notice of date and place.

Salada Brown Label
3

"SALADA"
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

HELP

—SPECIALS—

PUFFED
RICE
AT THIS LOW
PRICE!

WEEK OF JUNE 6 TO II

$

CHIPSO

All-Bran

* flakes or Granules
❖
$

❖

27*

TO

Kellogg’s

Large Package

LARGE PKGS.

❖
PKGS.

YOURSELF
HEALTH

❖

2 37

19*

§

Quaker Corn Meal X 17*
Real Values in Canned Goods
. RECORD BRAND

PEAS

NATION-WIDE
OVEN-BAKED

2caa.27e

BEANS ^15e

FINE QUALITY I

A. K. 0. BRAND
GOLDEN SHORE

CRAB MEAT

TASTY

Vi’s Tins

Salmon £1 21c
DOLE No. 1 FANCY

EXTRA

spemti
One WeeK

SLICED

Paradise Isle Pineapple 10'™
IO SLICES—1C PER SLICE

THREE CROW
BRAND

SPICES
I

EXTRA

No. 2 Can

Oz. Sitting Top
Cana

All Kind.

Olives

3 - 25

EDGEMONT
CHEEZ-IT
Dainty crackers made
from fine nippy ■
cheese and freshly ■
milled wheat.
I

— Um - mm - mm. ♦

S.X4’ Pickles

Cut-Rite Wax Paper

,

Lb.

SWEET MIXED
FANCY
Full Quart

DANDY FOR

PICNICS

PKGS.

WARREN

29
25

DO YOU INHALE?

ARE KIND TO YOUR
THROAT

Lucky Strike Cigarettes
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

WALDOBORO HIGH

Miss Edith French is again a win Sends Out Into the World Its Quota
Of Aspiring Young Graduates
ner in an essay contest, receiving one
of the second prizes in a Hood Con
The graduation exercises of the
test for a short essay of 150 words
and the correct solution of a mystery class of 1932, Waldoboro High School,
in the Hood advertisement in a cur were held in Medomak hall Friday
rent number of the Scholastic Maga afternoon. The interior of the hall
zine. The judges for the contest had been transformed into a bower of
were Elmer Murthey, Margaret
beauty, the ceiling concealed by a lat
Mochrie of the “American Boy," C.
Herbert McCracken, head football tice work of white, with myriads of
coach of the Lafayette College at white roses suspended by streamers
Easton, Pa. Miss French has chosen of green. Lights gleamed from the
for her prize a camera. This is the centers of white roses and the same
third prize she has won for essays,
having received third prize in the flowers covered the lattice work and
Peck Company of Lewiston contest fences that served for s'tage settings.
two years ago and later for a Sunday The class flower was the white rose:
school essay. It is hoped she will class colors green and white, and the
keep up the good work and Warren motto, “Climb Though the Rocks Be
friends are proud of her.
Rugged." The enntire student body
The ladies of the Congregational
acted
as escort to the graduating class
circle will serve supper Thursday at
6 daylight time. The committee: making an effective picture as they
Mrs. Alice Watts, Mrs. Rosina Buber, proceeded up the broad aisle. Mar
Mrs. Olive Peabody, Mrs. Ilda Rus shal of the day was Everett Achorn
sell, Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. and he performed his duties with ease
Olive Holt, Mrs. Flora McKellar.
and grace. Rev. Alfred Davis, pastor
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Gordon were Mr. and Mrs. of the Methodist Church, gave the
Herbert Hayes and Miss Blanche invocation.
Gordon of Augusta, and Mr. and Mrs
Dorothy Lovejoy in her salutatory
Frank Gordon and daughter Made address stressed the great need of
line of Union.
good citizenship and mentioned the
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby motored school as a laboratory in which stu
Sunday to Auburn taking with them dents were trained along this line.
Fred Folsom and Miss Blanche Alfred Jackson made an excellent
Washburn of that place who have historian, bringing out the high lights
of his class during the four years of
been their guests the past week.
The Social Glub met Thursday at High School work. Mildred Brooks
the Stone schoolhouse and observed gave an earnest plea that her class
the 25th anniversary of the found mates and the undergraduates take
ing of the club. A delicious din the great Washington for their ideal
ner was served at noon with these in the future years. The Class Will,
charter members present: Mrs. Wild read by Beatrice Colwell, caused
er of Waldoboro, originator and first much merriment with its clever per
Dorothy French
president Mrs. Lucy Nesbit, Mrs. sonal allusions.
I John Rines and Mrs. Augusta Bowers made a pretty word picture of the
of her school friends, relating
| of Waldoboro, Mrs. Mary Creamer future
how swans on a moonlit lake re
and Miss Hazel Day of Winslow’s vealed to her the fate that the years
! Mills. Mrs. Nellie Reever of Waldo- would hold. Marion Waltz presented
i boro. The records of the first meet- the class gifts, precious cargo from a
i ing were read, also several papers on miniature green vessel with white
the first meeting, and two original sails. In the valedictory Jane Rider
ciub songs were sung. Guests pres told of the pioneer settlers of Waldo
ent were Miss Edna White and Miss boro and of the hardships they faced
M. Grace Walker. The past presi in the unbroken wilderness, bringing
dents were presented with carna- out the point of how much greater
I tions. This club now has a member- difficulties they encountered than do
: ship of 23 as compared with the ten those of the present generation. Her
i members at the start. The papers farewell to her classmates was touch
read Thursday were by Miss Bertha ing in the extreme Earle Spear,
Storer, Mrs. Beulah Studley, Mrs principal of the school, presented the
Georgia Mank of Waldoboro, Mrs gold pieces, won in the prize speak
Mary Bovey of East Waldoboro, and ing contest sponsored by the local
Mrs. Laura Brackett.
W.C.T.U. to Jane Rider and Francis
The fish traps and spouts have Stahl. Wilbur Hilton’s name was en
been removed from the river.
graved on the silver cup given by the
Schools of alewives are seen going Parent-Teacher Association to the
1 tail first over the mill dam having school for the student showing the
been in the fresh waters of the North most improvement during the year.
Supt. A. L. Shorey presented the
j and South Ponds for spawning.
There were 15 children present last diplomas with a few well-chosen
Wednesday at the Child Health con words of’ praise and advice.
The class roll included Mildred Vir
ference. One family has four chil
dren who have gold stars which are ginia Brooks, Beatrice Lucretia Col
well, Bernice Lucille Davis, Dorftthy
awarded seven point children.
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge Elizabeth French, James Stanton
are visiting relatives at Nashua. Hanna. Maurice Gilbert Hilton, Wil
N. H., and Lexington, Mass., this bur Kitteridge Hilton. Charles Alfred
I week. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cousins Jackson, Carlton Milford Jackson,
i are taking their places with the War- Dorothy Annie Lovejoy, Gloria Alice
' ren Telephone Co. during the ab Matthews. Jane Hunt Rider, Marion
Isabel Waltz. Everett Sanford Winsence of Mr .and Mrs. Partridge.
Guests Thursday of Mrs. Mary chenbach. Students graduating with
honors were Beatrice Lucretia
Richmond were Mrs. Sarah Hull and special
Colwell, Dorothy Elizabeth French.
I son Samuel Hull and Mrs. Charles Dorothy Annie Lovejoy and Jane
Sprague of Rockland and Sidney Hunt Rider. Rev. George Collins,
I Hull of Sharon, Mass.
pastor of the Baptist Church, pro
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day of Sanford nounced the benediction. In the eve
have been guests of Mrs. Alice Cook ning a successful ball was given with
for a few days.
a large patronage from this and ad
Officers of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., are joining towns. Music for the gradu
j urged to be present if possible at a ation exercises was furnished by the
j rehearsal Friday evening at 6.30 day- High School Orchestra and for the
1 light time.
ball by Pierce’s Orchestra of Au
Ralph Spear and Percy Moore gusta.
have been painting at the Mary
: Richmond house.
WALDOBORO LEDGE SCHOOL
Mrs. S. F. Haskell and daughter
Marguerite were in Portland Satur To Hold Graduation Exercises At
day on business.
South Waldoboro Friday Night
Miss Lillian Russell of Boston,
Alden Philbrook of Rockland and R.
The commencement exercises of
A. Young of New York spent the the class of 1932, Waldoboro Ledge
weekend with Mrs. Ilda Russell and school will be held in the Baptist
Mrs. Carrie Smith.
Church at South Waldoboro Friday
There will be a district meeting of night, with this program:
' the Rebekah Lodges at I.O.O.F. hall Welcome Address, Pauline Winchenbach
j in Waldoboro next Friday afternoon Salutatory Address—“Service.”
Floyd G. Delano
and evening.
Somebody's Mother.
Clarence Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son The Colors of the Flag. Nine Children
Keith Winchenbach
Samuel of Belfast were overnight The Best Girl,
The Benner Betsy Mhdc,
guests Friday of Mrs. Amy Fuller.
Arvilla Winchenbach
W. E. Hahn, accompanied by Miss Class Will.
Margaret Benner
Four Boy.*
Harriet Hahn and Miss Susie Hahn, Whom I Like Best.
The
Little
Haymaker,
Mrs. Forrest Spear and Mrs. Evelyn
Carlton Winchenbach
Robinson, motored Sunday to Bel America for Me.
Anna Flanders
John Holmes
fast where they attended the bac Class Prophecy.
calaureate sermon for the graduates Grandma’s Little Grace.
Pauline Winchenbach
I of Crosby High held in the afternoon Song.
Arvilla Winchenbach. Anna Flanderr
at the auditorium. Charles Hahn,
A Merry Thought.
Howard Lee
ton of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hahn of No
Time for School.
Lois Winchenhacl
Belfast and nephew of W. E. Hahn The Word of the Fla:;.
Ralph Hoffse;
Anna Flanders
and Misses Susie and Harriet Hahn, Presentation of Gifts,
My New Parasol.
Mona Winchenbach
j is a member of the class of 1932.
Did You Pass?
Edith Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCraw and The Flag Above the Schoolhouse Door.
Ruth Benner
children Ann and Richard motored
Valedictory.
IdaM. Wallace
here from West Roxbury Sunday. Presentation
of Diplomas
Mr. McCraw returned to Roxbury Class Song
! Sunday afternoon, but Mrs. McCraw
Class flower, rose. Colors, green
and children will spend the summer and white. Motto, “Steering, Not
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Drifting.’’ The teacher is Madelyn
E. Jameson.
B. Kane.
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S. has been in
vited to hold its annual picnic at
' Galashiels cottage, owned by Mr. and
MICKIE SAfS' Mrs. George W. Walker, at Martin’s
Point, Friendship. The picnic com
mittee: Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, Mrs.
Our office isas einse
Carrie Smith, Mrs. Flora McKellar
AS YOUR TIELEPHOUE DID you
and Mrs. Effie Hysler. Supper com
EVER THINK OF TWATS: WE ARE
mittee for the meeting of June 17
ALWAYS AT THE OTHER EMD,
i will be Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Inez
ReAPy TO TAKE ORDERS FOR
1 Mathews Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs.
j Alzada Simmons, Mrs. Hazel Hills
1 and Mrs. Grace Spear. Work will
! follow in the evening, the entertain! ment committee being Mrs. Nettie
Vinal, Miss M. Grace Walker and
Mrs. Ruby Kalloch.

SOUTH UNION
Mrs Lewis Robbins of Lowell, Mass.,
recently spent a few days with Mrs.
Blanche Robbins
Mr. and Mis. Charles G. Hoyt who
spent the winter In St. Petersburg,
returned home Saturday. Mrs. Ida
Harris of Lowell, Mass., accompanied
them. They all sav the southern
scenery cannot compare with that of
: New England.

APPLETON
!
I
I

,

Why not get the best prices for
your berries by shipping them in new
crates. For sale, wholesale or retail
by V. L. Packard, Rockland, Farmers’
Union. Camden. Manufactured! by L.
A. Packard, R. F. D., Thomaston —
adv.
68*69
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BETTY:

That dress is too sweetone of those new printed
cottons, isn’t it?

NORMA:

Yes—I was afraid the colors
might fade but they haven’t,
thanks to LUX
BETTY:

This striped linen of mine
Luxes wonderfully, too

NORMA:

I wouldn’t risk cake soap rubbing or
ordinary soaps for the new cottons.
They’re really fine fabrics, so I
Lux them a? I do my printed
silks and sheer woolens. Lux
protects the color and
the fit — keeps even
bargain dresses
like new I

Why not do as Betty and Norma do?

REMEMBER
Anything safe in water alone
is safe in LUX
UNION
Mrs. George Sherman nf Rocklanc
was a caller on Bertha Bryant Sun
day.
Richard Ames of Springfield
Mass., spent the holidays with hit
mother and brother in Appleton and
called on relatives in this place Tues
day on his return trip.
Much sympathy is expressed for
Vivian M. Hannon who is a great
sufferer from blood poisoning in his
leg.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster of Ten
ant's Harbor were weekend guests of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Mank.
Several from this place attended
the district meeting of the Encamp
ment at Rockland Saturday night.
The M. E. Church was well filled
Sunday with relatives and friend'
of the graduating class. Rev. R. H.
Moyle gave a very pleasing and help
ful address. Tbe graduation exer
cises will be held at the fair ground
June 10, where there tfill be ade
quate seating capacity. A dance will
be held at the Town hall following
the graduation.

NORTH CUSHING
Among those graduating from
Thomaston High School June 8 are
two from this place, Miss Ruth Kil
leran and Roderick Montgomery.
Several attended the baccalaureate
services at Thomaston Sunday eve
ning.
Mrs. Decker entertained a party of
26 Sunday al her cottage at Holiday
Beach.
Four nieces of Oliver Johnson, Mrs.
Nellie Benner, Mrs. Kczzie Dolliver.
Mrs. Harriette Forsblom and Mrs.
Iola Smith, gave him a birthday sur
prise at his home ln Thomaston Fri
day. Supper featured with birth
day cakes was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spaulding and
children of Rockland spent Sunday
with Mrs. Iola Smith.
Mrs. Ida Smith and daughter Cal
lie, Fred Robinson and son Fred, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Hunt, Herbert Smith
and daughters Zetta and Marguerite
attended the funeral of their kins
man Rodney Kinney at Wiley's
Corner Sunday.
Out of town people who own land
here and had set plants for a garden
find to their disgust that insects and
cutworms are not the only pests, as
plants have been removed root and
branch.

BREMEN
The gardens here need rain very
much.
James Trank has moved his camp
to the field formerly of the Willard
Wallace estate.
Paul Daily of Boston is visiting his
grandmother Mrs. Wellman.
Mrs. Helen Wellman who has re
sided in Boston for about 50 vears is
spending the summer here at the old
home place.
Mrs. 8. F. Studley of this town has
been elected county president'of the
W.C.T.U. for the 25th consecutive
year—some record.

■ apartment in Mrs. B . L. Stevens'
, house. Mr. and Mrs. Minard spent
Mr. and Mrs. David Burns of Olen- 1 their vacation here last year, and
?ove were visitors at Burt Carter's, made many friends who are glad to
welcome them again.
ast week, Sunday.
Joseph Kalloch of Searsport visited
Miss Pauline White, teacher in the
Academy at Newcastle, was a week F. S. Stone last week.
Capt. Pyle of Monhegan was a visitend guest of Miss Grace Moran.
Byron Coombs and Miss Marion or in this place Wednesday.
Charles Gould, Miss Marion Gould
Coombs motored
to
Brunswick
and Miss Bertha Gould, of Somerville,
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson-and Mass., and Mrs. E. P. Hamblet of
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Burbank of Au Salem, Mass., have arrived at Gull
burndale, Mass., spent the weekend Rock cottage for the season.
and holiday at their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh
SWAN'S ISLAND
and sons of Newton Upper Falls,
Mass., spent the weekend and holiday
at their cottage.
Mrs. Emma Prock, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann cf Win Lawrence Snell and Miss Betty Snell
chester, Mass., and Mrs . Charles of Kennebunk were guests of Mr. and
Mann of Freeport are at Mossbar for Mrs. Orin Milan last week.
a week.
Manford Smith and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Coombs mo
tored to Portland last week Monday. Painter of Presque Isle are guests of
Leslie Seavey has been in Boston Mrs. Azora Smith.
on business.
A very impressive sermon was de
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney were livered Sunday at the M. E. Church
dinner guests Friday of Mrs. E. to members of the Odd Fellow and
George Payne at her beautiful sum- Rebekah Lodges by the pastor. Rev.
ner home, Georgeanna-by-the-Sea. W. E. Osgood. The church was pret
Mr. and Mrs. George Minard of tily decorated with tulips and daffo
dew York city, are occupying the dils.

PLEASANT POINT

THE HUNGER FOR RECOGNITION

B ECAUSE boys are person*, they B many times have I asked you to pul

run true to form and seem to
huve un Insatiable hunger for recog
nition. They love approbation, no
tice, placement, and this fact is of
great importance to parents. Much
so-called bad conduct, or at least
undesirable behavior grows out of
this hunger when it is allowed to
drift ungulded rather than being
provided for specifically.
It Is so easy forever to say "don't"
and "no you cannot” instead of find
ing avenues for this urge that will
give a hoy a chance to experience
legitimately earned approbation. It
is marvelous what changes take
place In the spirit of a boy when
parents habitually use a praise ap
proach rather than one of blame
und criticism. Of course, matters
must be directed so there Is honest
cuuse for praise (to be hypocritical
would be fatal), but that is not a
difficult task.
The forever naggcd-al boy is in
deed unfortunate, for he quickly
comes to know that no matter
what lie dors, or no mutter how
hard lie tries he will be wrong
und umipprreintcd. Pick out the
faelors in every situation which
cun be praised and give him atten
tion, then by way of kindly coun
sel, point out the faults and indi
cate how things might he bettered.

•'Thunks, Bob, for hanging up
your hut aud coat. It was good of
you to think of IL Wouldn’t It
have been well, too, If your shoes
might have been Included. Try It
next time Instead of "My boy, how

away your shoes—duy after day
you leave them lying about for me
to pick up and I get terribly tired
of It." The one auproach get* kind
ly co-operation, the other half
hearted response and often definite
resentment'.
The boy who Is so often branded
“smartle” or “cutie,” is most alway*
a lad whose hunger for recognition
(with no well developed technique)
is constantly bringing him into col
lision with peaceful, quiet, sedate
folks who resent being bothered.
Every time a young lad 1* caught
“showing off," he is but exhibiting
his hunger for popularity and ac
ceptance. Older folks continually
do the same thing only because of
much more extensive experience
they “get away with It” better. It
Is not so obvious. Boys who are
guilty of habitually showing off
need a better directed program of
legitimate activity, which offers op-,
portunlty to earn distinction and
its consequent praise.
Boys invariably repeat what
brings them satisfaction. If good
conduct brings them praise and ap
preciation, the tendency I* to re
pent. But if effort to please bring*
no reward (satisfaction), the ten
dency ts not to repeat.
Encouragement well placed *o
that the boy himself knows that It
la legitimate and “coming to him”
makes social control easy and
pleasant
s*. 1IIL WMtara Mavaeapar Ualoa-I

J
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REALIZE

WANTS-BY READING OH,^ People- WANT-ADS

The baccalaureate services of the
class of 1932 were held at the Baptist
Church Sunday evening. Nature con
tributed a part towards its success !
by a thunder shower in the afternoon
that cooled and cleared the atmos- I
phere. The out of town relatives and
friends of the graduates were noted
as quite numerous. By careful com
putation of two men acting indepen
»
dently, when the pastor of the church,
ESSEX 1928 Sport Coupe- Exception
Rev. H. S. Kilborn arose to deliver
i ally good for a clown payment of only
the address, there were 467 persons
4 $75. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
in the room. Assisting in the ser
Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 PtVR
vice were Rev. H. F. Leach of the BETWEEN South Main St. and M. E.
GAS RANGE for sale, nearly new.
Church
via
State
and
Union
Sts.,
green
Federated Church, and Rev. Peter B.
cheap for cash. MR. AYLWARD. 7
66*71
Franklin of St. John .the Baptist
"^SOUTH MAlN‘sT.Pin "“Tl? North St. Tel. 561-M.
MILL WOOD, four foot lengths $6.
(Episcopal! Church. Music was furn-__ - --------■
stove length $7. Junks and fitted hard
ished by the combined senior and * .
wood at market prices. L. A. PACKARD,
junior choirs of the church, and the \ t
R. F. D.. Thomaston.
68-tf
High School orchestra, Miss Alcada I |
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale, at
Hall director. Edward B. Newcombe ■ t
117 New County road, opposite circus
ground. Week days TO a m. to 4 p. m.
of Glen Rock. N. J. was baritone solo- v>
ist.
The carefully prepared and j roomers wanted, with or without when not stormy. MRS. ALICE TIB
thoughtful address was based upon i ^°®rd MRs E_ £ grant. 184 South BETTS._________ _________________ 68*70
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
the scriptures in Revelation 3: 8, "Be-1 Maln st’ TeL 526'^-----------------rubber in excellent condition. Splendid
hold I have set before thee an open (,dCA^IN™Jragcd ^^0^00’" elmer motor, hot water heater, other acces
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
coor and no man can shut it. Em- AMES. Ingraham Hill. Tel. 1184-R.
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rock
phasis was placed upon the open door
68*70 land
46*56 P&it
of opportunity before each of the class.
TO HIRE small Seabright Dory or
They
were
Ui
ecd
to
seek
the
ODen
door
Knockabout, with two bunks, for first
engine, xiussy moaei. iuto things S and true jus? pme.
ln
BOAT' care
115 * P' °Omp,ete' Used 9

In Everybody’s Column

//«.,z

Summer Cottages

FOR SALE

I LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

_________________________________66*71
WONDERFUL opportunity—a partner
BAY HORbE. weight 1.500 pounds;
wanted to assist
ln mv professional 4-weeks-old pigs; new milch cow. far
business. Good salary and commission ’ale.
17 H WALDRON. Holmes St.,
References exchanged.
Small invest- Rockland.
68-70
ment required. No experience necessary
WOOD and lumber for sale; milch cow.
Write BOX 203. Gardiner. Me._____68*70 cabbage plants, early and late. A. H.
LAUNDRY of all kinds wanted. Prices ROBINSON 12 Wadsworth St.. Thomas68-70!
reasonable. DIAL CAMDEN 2504. 67*69 ton.
"" Tel. 41-13.
AYRSHIRE heifer, new milch. three
JOB ON FARM wanted. Good milker
and teamster. References. L. P. NEW years old. for sale. GEORGE CAMERON.
67*69
BERT. 4 Donohue Court. City.
66-68 Union. Me.
TUNGAR Battery charger with bulbs.
TRUCKING of all kinds wanted; also
grading lawns, building driveways, mak Portostat Battery tester. Cheap for cash.
ing cement walks, local moving. F. J. M F. DOBBINS. 44 Waldo Ave. Tel.
68*70
SAWYER, 690 Old County road. Tel. 82-W.
357-R.
66-68
FIVE H. P. electric motor, saxophone.
WE WANT agents to sell our hosiery. C melodv. batterv charger for sale. W.
67‘69
Special
proposition.
Best qualities. H. INGERSON. Vinalhaven.
Complete line. Large profits. LeBARON
1000 FEET long 4-ft. hen wire for sale;
HOSIERY CO. Exerett. Mass.
64*69 300 sq. ft. ’^-in. mesh wire for chick sun
returnable egg cases, cider press.
CHAUFFEUR'S position wanted, Good porch;
.
NELhand or power hand seeder, hen and
mechanic, experienced, references.
68*70 ' chick drinking fountains, large orchard I
SON E. FLANDERS, Waldoboro.
——, sprayer. 8x10 officer's army tent. H. C.
BUBER. Union road. Warren.,
63*68
SEEDLINGS for sale, asters, snap
*
♦
dragons. stock, carnations, blue lace
♦
4 flower, petunias for window boxes, also
i
4 perennials. CHARLES E. WADE, 70
Waldo Ave. Tel. 531-W.
67-69 ,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
GOOD strong swarms of bee6 with
Prompt service. CRIE HARDW’ARE CO hives for sale, also honey, comb and
52-tf strained. TRUMAN SAWYER. 7 Booker
68-70
LAWNMOWERS sharpened, guaranteed St.. Thomaston. Tel. 48-11.
to cut or your money refunded. GEORGE
DRY FITTED hsrd wood, under cover
T. WADE. 96 Camden St.. Citv. Tel. $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
180-R.
67*69 Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
66-tf
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10.
Body. wood, top and glass work, welding, hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood
spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M. and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
66-tf
63-tf 263-21.
BUICK—1926 Coach—You can’t wear
LADIES—Reliable hair gooas at Rock
out this type of car and the down pay land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
ment is only $45. SEA vIEW GARAGE solicited. H. C. RHODES. TeL 519-J.
66-tf
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Notice is hereby given that the Board
of Registration will be in session at their
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
revising and correcting the voting lists
of the City. The sessions will be held
June 9. 10. 11. 13. 14. 15 from 9 a. m. to 1
HENS and broilers wanted. PETER
p. m. and from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J
from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. As the last three __________________________________ 66-68
days of said session are for the purpose
S. C. R. I. chicks June b, $10 per
of verifying said lists and to complete 100500for
sale; also started chicks. C. E.
and close up the records of the session, OVERLOCK.
Warren. Me. Tel. 3-4.
no names will be added to or stricken
__________________________
67*69
from said lists on said days.
By order of the Board of Registration.
BLOOD TESTED Rhode Island Red
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT. Chairman pullets, eight weeks. 50c each. T. J. WIL67-70 J LIAMS. Appleton. Me.
66*68

lovely and of good report .and
,. thus
. . 1
make their lives a success. A thought |
particularly stressed was that God's !
door is always open. The order of j
service: march of the school, each
class led by a marshal, to the strains
of “Our Director". Bigelow, by the
orchestra; organ voluntary, Mrs. Amy
Tripp; anthem, "All Through the
Night," chorus; "A Perfect Day,” E.
B. Newcombe soloist: reading of
scripture. Rev. Mr. Franklin; prayer,
Rev. Mr. Leach; response by choir;
address. Rev. Mr. Kilborn; ‘'How Firm
a Foundation." choir and congrega
tion; closing prayer and benediction,
Rev. Mr. Kilborn; class recessional.
Mrs. Oliver Counce and daughter
Mrs. Arthur Ely and two children, all
of North Anson, were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Eliza Jones has returned to
her home town of Rockport after
spending the last four years with her
son Charles Jones in Thomaston. She
is now with her daughter. Mrs. Addie
Russ.
Miss Lena Shorey was down from
Portland for the weekend.
Dr. Ethel Crie accompanied by her
mother Mrs. H. D. Crie motored to
Lakewood Saturday and attended the
session of the Maine State Osteopathic
Association.
Earl Woodcock won the prize in
the late contest of the A&P store
managers in this district, for the
largest increase in sales during the
period. Mr. Woodcock has been the
winner in a number of other contests
sponsored by the company.
• * ♦ •
The W.C.T.U. will meet in the Con
gregational Church parlors Friday at
2 o’clock.
Mrs. Herbert M. Lord leaves today
for Washington. D. C. after a visit
with her sister Mrs. Maria Prince
Llewellyn Oliver, a member of the
graduating class of Farmington
Normal School, will play the part of
Secretary Thompson who informs
General Washington of his election
as first president in the pageant,
“George Washington
of Young University of Chicago, has been
CUSHING
America.” Two presentations will be awarded the degree of Doctor of I
made, June 11 and 13. Mr. Oliver Philosophy by that university.
Clarence Rivers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
also serves as one of the stage mana
Donald Rivers of Bngh’on, Mass.
gers and as a member of the com
Roll Call Largely Attended
I formerly of this town.and his bride
mittee on personal properties.
The Beta Alpha Club was enterbeen spending their honeymoon
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan and
at the Rivers place.
tained
at
its
annual
roll
call
meeting
friend who spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holder and sen
Mrs. Charles Cogan returned to Lew Monday night by Mrs. N. F. Andrews
of Belmont. Mass., have b’en re
iston Sunday.
and enjoyed a social evening at her Dick
William Manning, a well known pleasant home. Several who could cent gu:sts of his parents Deputy
Thomaston young man, while riding not be present sent messages, and Sheriff and Mrs. W. B. Holder.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney have
Saturday night with Victor Armata more than forty responded in per.
returned
Medomak, wner,
where
1®" home from aaeaumak
of Rockland received a bad cut over son: Mabel Achorn. Mary Ahern. Ella J™
his left eye when Armata’s car came Andrews, Grace Andrews, Harriet
have had charge of the Burnham
in collision wiith another on Lake Burgess, Eleanor Clark. Ann Day,
Whl C thC
avenue. During the absence of his Gladys Fernald, Mabel Fernald., Iactory was canning c*am3.
mother who is now playing in the Ruby Hall. Dorothy Hastings, Edna
Rain is much nc.d.d here for the
Plymouth Theatre, Boston, William Hilt, Addie Jones, Martha Jones,' gardens, grass and all vegetation.
is boarding with Mr. Gardner of Rock Dora Kalloch, Inez Libby, Gertrude May brought very little rain—in fact
land. He has employment at the Lineken. Annie Mank, Lucretia Me-j the spring rams which u ually becement plant.
Neil, Christine Moore, Estelle New- com"1 tiressme and extend for days,
Rcbert, young son of Mr. and Mrs. bert, Vera Robinson, Bessie Rowell. [ have this year r.ot been on the calenPerley Hall is quite ill.
Frances Shaw, Doris Simmons. Marie I dar
Miss Nanina Comstock is at home Singer, Leila Smalley, Leona Star- I Mrs Ruth Rockwell and family arc.
on vacation from Boston.
rett Abbie Stetson, Mildred Stetson, expected to arrive this week and open
Mrs. A. P. Heald and Mrs. Percy Myrtle Strong, Helen Studley. Rosa their cottage for the summer. It is
Dcmmons attended the graduation Teel, Georgie Thorndike, Eunice to be regretted that several visitors
exercises of Waldoboro High School I Tillson, Amy Tripp, Elizabeth Wash- who usually spend their summers here
Friday afternoon. Valedictorian of burn. Frances Winchenbach. Mary are not platming.to come this year.
the class was Miss Jane Rider. 1 Wyllie, Ellen Ifemy, Irene Young, ”Old Man Depression" is affecting
daughter of their brother Harold Ruth MOrsc and Ethel Newcombe.
them all.
Rider, who formerly lived in Thom
This was the last business meet
---------- —
Mr. -----------and Mis. -------James Ulmer
and
aston.
ing before the summer fair, and the Miss
Mi,s Lottie Partridge, who were at
Mr. and Mrs Francis Friend of presi(jent, Vera Robinson, appointed (their Tr.oma'ton home over Memor.al
Skowhegan are receiving congratucornmittecs. for fanev work Leila Day have returned here.
lations on the birth
'irth of a daughter Sniancy, Helen Studley, Myrtle
Miss Eiith Stevens is expected to
this morning. Mrs. Friend was I gtrong; candy. Amy Tripp, Mabel arrive home this week from U. of M.
Elizabeth Linckcn. daughter of Mr. Achorn, Dorothy —
"■
----Hastings; plants, where she has been an honor student
and Mrs. A. J. Lineken.
Grace Andrews. Addie Jones; it was the past year.
Ferdinand Day who has employ voted not to have cold drinks booth
W. R. Beckett has been suffering
ment on Monhegan spent Wednesday this year. For the June picnic the
night with his narents on School club
invjted to the Cooper's Beach i from an injured wrist, caused by a
street.
I cottage of Mrs. Fred Davis, at a date fall.
Miss Luthera Burton is expected to be set by the committee. Vera | Three of our young folks arc to be
home today from University of Robinson. Georgie Thorndike. Elea- graduated fiom Thomaston High
Maine, where she is a student. Her nor Clark _______
and Ann Dav. The other School this week. Evelyn Stevens,
brother Leroy will come a few days ptenic coinmittees are for July, Leila Georgia Young and Ruth Killeran.
later.
1 smaney, Lena Delano, Helen Stud- 'll
Mrs. Judson Crouse of Rockland j
Harriet Burgess; August, Grace
was a guest of Mrs. Perley Hall Mon- Andrews Marie Singer, Inez Libby,
day.
Lcona starrett; September, ChrisMiss Mildred I. Dcmmons, who was line Moore, Amy Trip. Minnie Newone of the graduating class at the ! beft Ruby Hall. A picture contest
Leslie Kindergarten School in Cam- Qn t'hp names of Maine towns tested
bridge, Mass., arrived home Monday , thc wits of the company, and ice
The return was made . QFQaTYl wkikk
and cake— were
served bv Mrs.
_afternoon.
,___
- with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Percy I Smaney, Mrs. Tripp, Mrs. Kalloch
Dcmmons who attended the gradua- Mrs starrett and Miss Moore,
tion.
, . • •
Mrs. Alice Mank who spent the
winter in Pittsfield with her daughMrs- Lu »
h
ter Mrs. Harvey Patterson (Olivia
Funeral services for Mis. Lucy F^h
Mank. arrived home Sunday for the 85, whose death^cc

MISCELLANEOUS

; EGGS AND CHICKS •

Hathorn.
Miss Frances Shaw is having a
week's vacation from thc Thomaston
National Bank.
Miss Charlena Emery of Portland
is visiting her sister Mrs. Earl Wood
cock.
Lobster and pollock fishing is the
theme of conversation at the Dunn &
Elliot store. A few lobsters are being
caught, but the pollock have not
“struck in” yet in large numbers.
Prof. Karl Woodcock, son of Mrs
Jessie Woodcock and the late Elmer
Woodcock, who has been one of the
faculty of Bates College for some
years and a summer student at the

officiated and the bearers were Edward Keating. A. W. Hatch, Fred
Redman, and Algernon Austin. Mrs.
Fish was a daughter of William and
Flora (Barnes) Thorndike of Camden,
where she was born Sept, 16, 1846.
She was married to William J. Fish
and resided several years in Rockland,
afterward coming to Thomaston. Mrs.
Fish is survived by a sister. Miss Har
riet Thorndike of Rockland and sev
eral nieces.

ELECTRICIANS

ROLLINS & STRONG
Irene M. Young, teacher of piano
forte; instruction for beginners 50 TEL. 824-M
TEL. 1009 -W
ROCKLAND, ME.
cents, advanced $1. 8 Georges St.
68*70

♦
*
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BESSIE BLACKWOOD

|
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Now Open

I

AUTOMOBILES

TO LET

STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let to
to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
man and wife. No children. Address seen
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
L. S.. care The Courier-Gazette.
68-70 SEA
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46«56P&R
GARAOE to let at 21 Masonic St. F.
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE, $4 per month
L. NEWBERT.
68-tf dead: $5 per month live. NILO’S GA
AT VINALHAVEN. The best accom
RAOE.
56-tf
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
modations for travelers or summer peo
1929 CHEVROLET roadster for sale, like
ple. Nice quiet place. 15 PLEASANT ST. let. good location, rent reasonable
64*71 ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel new. price right. FREDERICK WALTZ.
66-68
66-tf 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to 77.
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car Is ln
let for the season, large furnished cot 1 ONE ROOM and kitchenette $5 week.
exceptionally good condition and can be
tage; everything modern, two car garage. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
for a down payment of $50. SEA
EDW. O B. GONIA. Tel. 710.
59-tf
68-tf had
VIEW OARAGE, 689 Main St. Phone
FOR SALE or to let. by day or season,
46*56 P&R
TWO new modern apartments to let, 1250. Rockland.
several cottages at Waterman’s Beach. furnished or unfurnished, four and five
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This Is a Senior
Excellent locations, prices reasonable. E. rooms. Inquire MRS. IDA M. CHASE.
V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11. Harbor View Tea Room. 158 Camden St. and Is mechanically right. Looks and
.. _n f runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
.
68-tf Tel. 758-M.
payment takes It. SEA VIEW GARAOE,
TWO desirable cottages at Crescent
SINGLE house. 42 Chestnut St., six 689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
Beach for sale or to let. Excellent loca rooms, lights, toilet, garage; adults only.
48*56 P&R
tions. price reasonable. EDWIN V. SHEA. MRS NINA LEACH. Tenants Harbor or
ESSEX -1927 Sedan—In good running
South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11
67-tf on premises.
__________ 68*70 order. Will give someone a lot of eco
AT MEGUNTICOOKLAKE furnished
HOUSE at 54 Waldo Ave., to let for nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
five room cottage to let: screened porch, summer, furnished, all modern con VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
electric lights, boat. Reasonably priced. veniences. garage.
MRS. FORREST 1250. Rockland._______________ 46*56 P&R
Must be seen to appreciate. W F. BRAZIER. Tel. 472-Y.
MISS ADTAKER
68-70
REO TRUCK—1927—Will do a lot o.
BRITTO, 4 Camden St Tel. 78.
66*68
FURNISHED tenement to let. all mod- ;
Small down Payment
COTTAGE at Spruce Head to let for I
bath "hot water of"»50? SEA VIEW GARAOE. 689 Main St.
June and July. MRS. T. L. MAKER neat. FLOYD L SHAW. 47 North Main Phone 1250, Rockland.________ 46*56 P&R
Spruce Head._________________ 66-68 I st Tel 422-R.
J>8-tf | HUPMOBILE-1927 Sedan—Never able
to buy a car as good as Jhls fo£ only
SIX ROOM cottage at Crescent Beach
FIVE
ROOM
to let for season, hot and cold water, I Fulton St. InquFrc' ROSE PRESCOTT »75 down. SEA VIEW OARAGE. 689
fireplace, electric lights, bathroom, cel-1 240 Broadway.
66-tf Main St Phone 1250. Rockland
46*56 P&R
lar. garage, completely furnished. MRS
ALICE DONOHUE HOOPER. Tel. 1206.
FOUR room apartment to let. sun-,
Mnunnt siubpithino i« a
porch,
toilet,
heater,
good
closets,
pleas2?°™??
HARDWAM
CO 409
66-68
An intelligent, courteous,
ant yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
I J?*.®1*1*’
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
SIX ROOM bungalow to let at Vinal
68-tf j Main St.. Rockland.
66-tf
haven. beautifully located, all modern
thoroughly competent WantROOM AND BOARD, or board alone.
Improvements, furnished; large sun
porch. Ideal summer place. References. Applv MRS. E. R. BROCK. 25 State St.
••• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•*
66*68
F. W GREENLAW. P. O. Box 363. Vlnal- Tel. 301-W
Ad writer answers your call,
haven.________ _ _________________ 63*71
THREE desirable rents. $15, $18 or $25 , ’
T7A I rT
i
III IK I
»
SPRUCE Cottage, opposite Shore Acres, month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller- i »
ready to give you every assis
62-tI | $
“v
“
t
to let for season, furnished; electric Cobb-Davis.
.».
•«.
.>..•.
^.
^*
*♦•*•*
*•*
lights, water nearby; two or three adults
HOUSE at 29 James St., to let, eight
L G. HUPPER Tel. Tenant’s Harbor rooms, gas. electricity, toilet, large gar
tance in preparing a WantFIVE ROOM apartment to let. all
52-11.
_____________ 59~67 den. F. E. HURLEY. 49 Summer St. Tel.
at 35 OCEAN ST. Apply on
66-68 modern,
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres 836-J.
premises.
____________ 66*68
cent Beach, five miles from the City of
Ad that will produce the
TENEMENT
to
let
on
Court
St.
ER

SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to
Rockland, to let for July and August. NEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Famlly with children preferred.
Apply MRS ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Claren
67-tf let.
MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St. Tel.
don St., Rockland.
_______
59-tf
quick results you’re seeking.
fssfx_ 1929 Coach—This car Is in
FURNISHED apartment to let, two 676-M.____________________________ 66-tf
wSl“dS. both mechanical moms, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST
HOUSE to let. five rooms, cellar, toilet,
and ln appea* ince. Down payment | Tel. 600 or 211-M._________________ 66-tf electricity, garage. $14. at 7 Achorn St..
$100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
HALF HOUSE. 17 Warren St., all sepa- Rockland. A. L. RHODES. Union 67*72
Maln St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
____ | rate Inquire 11 JAMES ST. or 12 WARTWO furnished rooms for light house
46*56 P&R I REN st. Tel. 577.
67-tf keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N
TWO furnished rooms to let for light SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
^. ^. ^. .•**•**•* >••
housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON ST. _______________________ __________ 66-tf
I Tel. 733-M.
66-68 i APARTMENT to let ln Bicknell Block.
i
♦
SIX ROOM tenement for rent or sale MRS. E. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264.
66-tf
< at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICKNELL.
♦
82 Limerock St.
66*68
MUNRO’S Cigar Store to let. Inquire
a
______________________________
66-68
THE CURTIS Farm at Owl’s Head, two
poUR ROOM tenement. modern 6 PARK ST.
miles from Ash_Polnh For„=pa„ cltar21 garage: furnished or unfinished.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, sult- ---------Bi L.
call MRS. ELVIE CURTIS. 25 Purchase: A THURSTON 468 old county
road.
i able for family of two or three, at 15
St. Tel. 998-M. ____________
6E‘7°
66*68 Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
_____________________
66-tf
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres.
FURNISHED hree room apartment to' Tel- 318-W.
modern buildings, pasture land, hay, let. rear 11 Masonic St. Near postoffice I HEATED apartment to let. all modern
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood MRS
E K MILLS
____________________
________ 66-tf j lirtproventents. Janitor service. WILL
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN 36 Mountain
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556 WALKER. 91 North Main St. Tel. 552-W.
66-tf
StCamden.
Tel.
2597.
68-73
FULLER-COBB_____ ____________ ——
_ ,
, Main St
Inquire at
A GOOD farm of 100 acres on Union i
| --------------------------------------------------DAVfs.
66-tf
— - ,;
FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to
road. Warren. Me., for sale
nQU r67*69
FIVE rooms to let upstairs at 14 Pleas- *<* at 79 Grace St. CALL 163-M.
56-tf
premises.
H. C. BUBER
_ ____________
_____________ ——
- I ant St., all modern, hot water system.
at 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
ABOUT three acres land J£nejtiign- H B BARTER. Call 25.
63-tf ! rooms or single room to let, bath and
lands with barn and celiar thereon f°r
garage, all modern. For information see
sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W^ j
HILL DANE. Tel. 427 .
66-tf
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
w* *•* ••• ••• *•* ••• ••*••*•♦•••••••■•••••••••••
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17
& SON, Inc.
SMALL seven room house for sale, at •
1X71’ OT’O/NIZ
Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICKOsteopathic Physician
FORD.___________________________ 56-tf
Cemetery Memorials
Tel. 136
FIVE room apartment to let. furnished
.7??':.^"“*- .............. ................................................................ * or unfurnished, all modern; also one
EAST UNION, MAINE
35 Limerock St.
Opp. Pos‘olHce rs-sx,.
x?r parinRDAN Brooklyn HeVghts^ Thom-I EIGHT good fresh cows for sale. In- large room on Main St. Inquire DAVID
4-tf
62<73 j qulrc B Q NORTON Eeifast, Me. 65-87' RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285.
63-tf M. P JORDAN. Brooklyn n s
68-70
J aston. lei. of-**-

and Mrs. Veda Brown to fill the va| cancy in the West Rockport school.
1 William Harms, who has spent the
Bessie Blackwood, daughter of Mrs.
Russell Staples has moved his past two summers In town as a piano
Edgar Brown, died Memorial Day at family into the Heistad apartment on student of Josef Hofmann and who
her home in West Rockport, after Amesbury Hill. The Herbert Manr, will be remembered as taking active
quite a lengthy illness.
Funeral j house vacated by them is undergo part in the concerts given at Town
services were held last Wednesday at ing extensive repairs and when com hall by the students of the Curtis
the Wiley’s Corner chapel, Rev. F. pleted will be occupied by Leland Institute, arrived here Friday for the ’
W. Barton officiating. The bearers Hawkins of Long Cove, agent for the
summer.
were Oral Wiley, Myron Wiley. G. Prudential Insurance Co.
Special communication of St. Paul’s
Mclquist and Herbert Melquist. Tlwre
Nellie Alexander returned to Vinal- Lodge F & A. M., will be held Wedwas a large attendance of Miss Black haven Monday after a few days' visit ! nesday at 7 p. m.. for very importwood’s former c'a smates, and the here and at Friendship.
: ant business. All members are rebcauty and perfume q{ maRy flQw(;rs
Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was q-jested to be present.
of {r;eR£j ■ :orrcw
The deceased was torn in Rockland a weekend guest of her niece, Mrs. j Mrs Emma" Torrev. president of
Frpd A NorwOod. W.RC. announes
23 years ago the c;mirg month, and Jasper McKinney. West street.
Mrs. Charles Mickley and son tbat the Department of Maine, Namade her home here until sh? went
poit’and atout two years ago. She Charles arrived Saturday from Phila- tional W.R.C., will hold its meeting |
was a graduate of Rockland High delphia and will occupy the Mann june 15-16 at Masonic Temple, RockSchool, c'ass of 1927, ar.d was boot bungalow on Russell avenue for the iand beginning Wednesday morning
at 9.30. At 2 p. m. Fred A. Norwood ,
keeper for the Stonington Furniture season.
q0 , while health permitted. She re- I Mrs. Belle McGregor and daughter, W.R.C. will exemplify the ritualistic
turned from Portland a year ago to ' Mrs. Edna Robbins returned Satur- work. At 4.30 p. m. the Rocl^iort
spend her rapidly ddining days : day from Camden where they spent High School Band will be presented
among relatives and friends Sh? is the winter and are again occupying |»a silk parade flag. Thursday morn- |
survived by ter mother and step-i their home recently vacated by Prin- ing the G.A.R. parade will be formed
at their hall between 8.30 and 9 o’clock.
father. Miss Biackwood won the at- j cipal and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn,
fection of many
fiiends.
was the ex- The Band will lead the National (
-----------------I “Thp hest time ever” oTthelolkW.R.C. All members in good stand- j
GEORGE PAGE
Band who went
Portland ing as well as officers are urged to I
——
; Thursday and with the Camden Band '5attend this convention and take part
Funeral services for George
plaved {or the Lions convention in in the parade, Those leaving Cam_ Page,
_
30 a.m. bus will reach ,
w.iose
ho e tragic death has stirred a large :\ that
[bat city
city. ,'Drey gave two dinner ccn- i d®n on
circle of friends at home and abroad . cort3 aRd one in mid-afternoon Rockland in time for the opening I
were hcld Friday afternoon in Somcr- , Thur'day at the Eastland and on session each day. Members must ]
_ wear’ their badges
'h°«e‘.
I Friday, ail
after enjoying a delightful
Like many boys of his native town,! j^Tsail down Cfuco Bav they played ‘ Harry Brcwn of Rockland assumed ]
St. George, he followed the sea and j at the shore dinner forthe Lions at 1 charge of Highland Square Filling
for quite a few years occupied posi- ’ Long Island. They arrived home late station Mondaymorning.
r>°n^
tr^St W«h the Massachasett® ! Friday afternoon.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
thelaSust Chu"hTst Sge ana ' ct\arles TolmkaI\
e
his nin^' ° E S '
\
cecup.ed a high place in the dtima- :-P^ng a we k at the home of his ning.
Mrs. Addie Skinner and mother
tion of the church members. He is aunt’ MrsMann.
survived bv his wife and one son He ' Rev- anc’ Mrs. G. F. Currier and Mrs. Augusta Shibles have arrived
filled a place of high repute in the 1 Charles Weed returned Saturday from New Rcchelle, N. Y.. to spend
| from a week's visit with friends in the the summer at the Shibles home,
estimation of all who knew him.
Camden road.
central part of the State.
Heibert F. Mann, who with Dr.
~ Carswell of Camden has been on a
School Notes
£ fishing trip to Moosehead Lake, arMrs. Wilma Rhodes, teacher of thc
= rived home Sunday night bringing sub-primary and first grade. East
= with him a supply of handsome Side, p port these pupils as not hav
salmon.
ing been absent the past term: Sub=! Church Vacation School began primary—Robert McKinney, Allegra
= Monday morning at 8.30 at the Bap- Noyes, Russell Simmons; Grade One.
■E tist Church with the pastors of both j Marjorie Brodis, Caroline Burns,
H J churches in charge, assisted by sev- Herbert Carleton, Betty Cavanaugh
ss j eral instructors. Sessions will begin Mary Daucett, Earlene Davis, Percy |
S at 8.30 a. m. and continue until 11.30. Gray, Margaret Morong, Roberta
ss, Monday was devoted to the enroll- Simmons. Betty Cavanaugh has the
s! ment of pupils and laying plans for distinction of not having been ab
— the two weeks' work.
sent for the year and Earlene Davis
When PrinciDal and Mrs. Z. D. for missing only one day for the year.
Hartshorn left Friday for Swan Lake , Pupils of the second and third
they took with them the beautiful grades, not absent for the term. Mrs.
ship painting done by Roland Rich- \ ciara Lane, teacher: Phyllis Carleards for the Class of ’32 to use as a (on Barbara Colby, Lucille Dean,
background at the graduation exer- ! Cynthia Eaton, David Eaton, Concises last Thursday evening. The stane Lane. Beatrice Marston, Norma
ALSO A LA CARTE SERVICE
painting was presented to Mr. Hart- spear. Fred Lane. Frederick Morong, I
shorn and will adorn a wall of his j jr, Rae page. Robert Richards, Cur
Meals Served Daily 8. A. M. To 9 P. M. (D. S. T.)
home at the Lake and will always be tis Weed. Norma Spear, now in the j
a reminder of his pleasant asso- \ second grade has had perfect attend-iations with Rockport High. Mr. aRce since entering school in 1929.
Tables May Be Reserved For Evening Parties
Hartshorn retires after having taught I
for over 30 years and plans to devote
, ixjpzhi NJVII 1 P
Lobsters (Live)
20c lb. (This Week) ==
3 his time to work about his farm. The
f
3. vacancy in the High School caused by whV not «et uthe .
Pnces for
3 his resignation will be filled bv Sid- ■ V°u(r b™ by shipping them in new
CLAMS
3 nev Snow of Rockland, a graduate of £ra*st ^ol\Ral«’ *ho?J?SaLe
retal
3 Massachusetts Institute of Technol- b7 V ^Packard, Rockland, Farmers
The most enjoyable location on the Maine Coast
= ogy. Miss Alice Crccker. assistant inp^SaVon
structor, who also completed her | A’ Packald, «. F. D., Thomastom—
Waldoboro
duties here at the close of the school; aav’
68 69
year, will be succeeded by Miss Mar
Telephones—19-14—1 9-31 -9006-3
garet Hellier, of Rockland. Other
=
changes in the teaching faculty are
63-64
Miss Feme Whitney to succeed Miss
.................................................................................................................Hillis Mary Bird at the Rockville School

1
ig

■♦

If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact ln this paper where thousands
will read of It.

| SHORE DINNERS $1.25

summer.
Saturday afternoon at the funeral
Mrs. Oliver Counce of North Anson chapel of A. D. Davis & Son and were
,, the
oi Mr. ana Mr,. Prank .ell
-J**, „„„

*-*
*
K --

ON THE WHARF
FRIENDSHIP

:

ROCKPORT

Specials For Sunday June 5

At

THE PLYMOUTH”
New Tourist Home, on the Atlantic Highway at Warren
M. J. BRENNAN, Prop.
TELEPHONE 43-2 W ARREN

Lobster Salad Sandwich—25c
Lobster Stew, Dessert and Coffee—50c

Lobster Stew, Lobster Salad, Dessert and Coffee—75c
67-lt

-V

AHEAD
of the'Game
WITH WINTER
Despite all his tricks and surprises,
Old Man Winter takes a trimming at
the hands of the man who can effect
a considerable economy and guard
himself against uncertain delivery by
buying coal in summer.

ANTHRACITE
SUMMER-RATE

$12.50
Per Ton

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487

ROCKLAND

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 7, 1932

Every-Other-Day
J.

**'

Society

The Highest Type of Service
at Lowest Prices

In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Faustina Roberts has returned
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of from Vinalhaven where she was guest
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Roberts.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier, daughter
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794

Margaret, and son Edward, motored
Sunday to Lewiston where they visit
Mrs. Lizzie Gillis who spent the ed Miss Alice Hellier.
winter in Sarasota, Pia, is at the
Miliken House, Spring street.
Charles G. Hewett, superintendent
at Opportunity Farm, New Glouces
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce returned ter, was guest of his parents, Mr. and
to Dorchester, Mass., Friday after i Mrs. Frank Hewett, for the weekend,
spending the week at the Luce Home during the 48 hours’ leave he is
stead, Camden road.
granted each month.

Mrs. Henry Lurvey entertained at a
"mother and daughter” luncheon
Saturday afternoon at her home on
Masonic street, with Mrs. Agnes
Mayo and daughter Corinne of Guil
ford as honor guests. Other guests
were Mrs. Lurvey's daughter, Saxon,
and Mrs. Walter Joy and daughter
Constance.

Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw
have returned from a business trip
to Boston and Pittsbuigh.

We Are Now Giving The Famous

A

&K Green Stamps
SPECIAL at

$

>00
Take advantage of the oppor

up
I am now settled and doing business in my new store offering

vices for your car and for all pur

J. B. ROBINSON

O. B. Hahn, of that town.

derful little economy helps. You
get them as your discount and re
deem them for Valuable and Use
ful Premiums as your saving.

tunity to get stamps on all Ser

quality furniture at substantial savings—Come in and inspect
this line of slardard merchandise.

Miss Constance Joy entertained at
a "senior” dinner Friday night
NEXT TO CHISHOLM’S SPA
488 MAIN STREET
prior to the graduation ball, her
guests being Merton and Malcolm
•> 4. 4* ❖ •> ❖ 4* ❖ *5* 4» 4* 4* 4> ❖ 4» 4* 4* •> 4» 4* 4* 4« 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4> 4* 4* 4* 4* *> 4* 4* 4
Haskell, Byron Joy, and M’ss Corinne 3..;. 4.4 .;. .;*+»>
Mayo of Guilford, her house guest.
The class colors, red, white and blue,
CRIE-SPEAR
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin Arnold of Port
Mrs. John H. Flanagan returned
were carried out in the table appoint land and Loren Candage and son Al
Friday from Portland where she visit ments
Sunday afternoon the home of Mr
and favors.
bert of Bluehill visited Mr. and Mrs.
ed relatives and friends, and attend
and Mrs. Eugene R. Spear, Rankin
ed the graduation of her daughter, Miss Alice George of Thomaston is Alfred Haskell recently.
street was the scene of a pretty wedCarol, from the Eye and Ear Infirm at Monhegan for two weeks, regis
Mrs. H D. Ames is the guest of Qing, when their daughter, Dorothy
ary. Miss Flanagan completes her tered at Island Inn while engaged in
Principal and Mrs. William D. Hall in Noyes, was united in marriage to
training in August.
painting the beauties of one of the Castine.
Donald Getchell Crie, youngest son
most picturesque islands on the
of Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie. The
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr., were Maine coast.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mr. double ring service was beautifully
lh Dover-Foxcroft over the weekend.
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller motored performed by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Several pupils of Carlos Salzedo,
Donald of the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Susan Foss and Mrs. Evie head of the harp department at the to Bar Harbor Sunday.
Only members of the two families
Perry motored Sunday to New Glou Curtis Institute of Music, Philadel
were present and in this connection it
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Robinson
re

cester, where they were guests of Mrs. phia, are expected to arrive in Cam
is interesting to note that the bride
turned
to
Avon,
Mass.,
Saturday
Foss’ daughter, Mrs. Charles G. den this week to pursue their studies
was one of 12 children all of whom
with Mr. Salzedo during the summer after visiting their daughter, Mrs. were present.
Hewett.
Ernest
P.
Jones,
for
10
days.
season.
Decorations were of white lilacs,
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy enter
and daffodils, with a wedding arch
Mrs. A. ,J. Huston of Portland and of white interwoven with flowers, and
tained the teachers of the High
Mr. and Mrs. Jason O. Packard are
School faculty at their cottage at guests of their son in Hull, Mass. Mr. Miss Jennie Blackington have re a white wedding bell. Tlie bridal
Crawford's Lake Thursday night for and Mrs. Packard who boast 88 and turned from a motor trip to Scranton, couple stood on the same rug that
picnic supper and cards.
94 years respectively, are members Penna., where they visited relatives was. used by the groom’s brother,
of the Three Quarter Century Club. and friends.
father and grandfather.
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer was in Port Both enjoy good health and enter
The wedding march was played by
Mrs.
Helen
Paladino
and
Mrs.
May
with zest in all the “modern contrap
land yesterday.
William Mcnnealy of Portland, a
Reed
will
be
hostesses
for
the
bridge
tions.”
brother-in-law of tjie bride. The
party at Grand Army hall this eve matron of honor was Mrs. Margaret
Ralph Fowler home from Colby
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Tibbetts ning under the auspices of the Aux Adams of Belfast, a friend of school
College for the weekend had as his
guest a classmate, George Foster. have arrived tor a month’s stay with iliary of Sons of Union Veterans.
days, and at whose wedding the pres
They attended the ball game at Dr. Tibbetts' father. Dr. Samuel Tib
ent bride performed the same office.
Mrs Agnes Mayo and daughter The groom was attended by his
betts in Camden. Dr. Tibbetts who
Togus Sunday.
Corinne
of
Guilford
are
guests
of
Mrs.
has just completed his studies at the
brother Ernest.
P. P. Bicknell, C. H. Duff, K. C Kirksville (Mo.) College of Oste Walter Joy.
The bride’s dress was rose crepe de
Rankin, George B. Wood, Dr. B. E. opathy will be remembered here par
chine with lace trimmings. She car
The
Universalist
Mission
Circle
Flanders and A. E. Orff left Satur ticularly as being a member of the
ried an arm bouquet of roses and lilies
day for a few days’ fishing at Moose- Congregational quartet some years meets tomorrow at the G. L. St. Clair of the valley. The matron of honor’s
cottage.
Crescent
Beach,
with
lunch

head Lake.
ago when- his fine tenor voice gave
dress was of pink satin, and she car
eon at 12.30. Members are reminded to ried a spray bouquet of yellow snap
much satisfaction.
take
mite
boxes
and
final
contribu

William Flanagan who is at North
dragons.
Haven in the cable crew spent thc
Mrs. Aignes Mayo and daughter tions to thc Clara Barton Diabetic
After the ceremony the entire party
weekend with his parents, Mr. and Corinne have returned to Guilford Mission “shower box” which will be assembled at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Flanagan, Willow street. after being guests of Mr^. Walter Joy, forwarded the latter part of the week. Mrs. Kelley B. Crie, 147 Middle street,
Chestnut street.
where an informal reception was held,
William P. Kelley is in Boston on and where a few friends went to ex
Mr. and Mrs. Almon B. Cooper mo
business.
tored to Orono Sunday accompanied
Thomas J. Fleming has as house
tend their best wishes. Refreshments
by their son, Almon, returning to guests Mr. and Mrs. George Fleming
were served by the bride’s sister,
Miss
Helen
Fifield
of
Boston
spent
University of Maine.
and Mrs. John Benner of Redstone,
Elinor, and the wives of the groom's
Memorial
Day
and
weekend
at
her
N. H.
two brothers—Mrs. Muriel Crie and
home, Cedar street.
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton has returned
Mrs. Mildred Crie. They also had
from a visit in Bangor with her son,
The T.H.E. Club had supper and
charge of the house decoration^,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson which were of white lilacs and tulips
Maurice Orbeton, and is now with her bridge with Mrs. Lena K. Sargent
and
son
Maynard
of
The
Highlands;
sister, Mrs. Ashton Ripley in Apple- last evening at her apartments in The
When the bride cut the cake the
Mr. and Mrs. Dard Stone and two ring went to her sister Frances, and
ton.
Lindsey.
children, and Mrs. Kate Dyer of the heart to the groom. In a shower
Walter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mrs. P. P. Bicknell entertained at Thomaston n otored to Augusta Sat of confetti the couple left for a motor
McAuliffe, Fulton street, entertained supper Thursday evening at her urday, and visited the State House.
trip, the itinerary of which was a
Curtis Webber, Ronald Lufkin, Ervin home on Old County road, her guests
well kept by themselves. The
Miss Estelle Hall is ln Boston at secret
Small, Samuel Smith and Robert being members of the Karases Club,
bride’s traveling dress was blue, with
tending
graduation
festivities
at
Mas

Sproul Saturday afternoon to cele formed during High School days and
i red trimmings and hat to match.
brate his 8th birthday. Games occu still meeting “now and then” to re sachusetts Institute of Technology, ! The couple were remembered with
returns
to
Farmington
tomorrow
for
pied the time happily, with a sub new old associations.
numerous gifts. They will be "at
the remainder of the school year.
stantial lunch on the lawn rounding
home” after Aug. 1st at 147 Middle
out thc afternoon.
Carl Thurston was home from Uni
street.
Miss
Faye
Hodgkins
and
her
guest
versity of Maine for the weekend.
The bride is a graduate of Belfast
Miss Edith Durrell motored Sunday
The P. J. Club was entertained Fri
High School. She is employed as
day evening by Miss Hazel Wither
Principal and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell from Tim Pond where they were toll operator by the New England
spoon at her cottage at Hosmer’s and son were in Sidney for the week weekend guests cf Miss Durrell's company, and attends the First Bap
relatives.
They returned Sunday
Pond. Picnic supper was followed by end.
night to Bridgton Academy, which tist Church. Mr. Crie is a graduate
bridge, honors falling to Mrs. R. C.
of Rockland High School, belongs to
Mrs. Chester Bailey (Vera Studley) closes thc coming week.
Perry and Mrs. Josephine Perry.
the First Baptist Church, Knox Lodge,
of Frederick, Md., arrived yester
I'OO.F., Knox Ccunty Fish and
COY-SNOW
Judson Flanagan is home from day and is with Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Game Association, and is a member
Providence College for the summer. Tirrell, Jr., Beech street, until her
(From Southampton, L. I. News) of the H. H. Crie & Co. hardware
mother comes Ik ter in the month.
Tuesday
evening. May 24 Fleming organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery were Mrs. Bailey's daughter Is with her
H.
Coy
and
M’ss Nellie L. Lr.cw were
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. grandmother1 in Fitchburg, Mass.
joined in marriage bv Rev. Philip
CAMDEN
Thomas W. McKay at their summer
II. Dodd, of Hampton Bays, the wed
home at Lincolnville Beach.
Miss Christol Cameron entertained ding taking o’.acc at the home of Mr.
18 members of the Lafalot Club last
Postmaster Leslie D. Ames motored
William Harms, who will be re evening at her cottage at Holiday and Mrs. Donald Stenson, attended to Portland Saturday to meet his son
membered as the brilliant pianist ap Beach. Mrs. May Schwab of Quincy, only by intimate friends of the bride Aubrey Ames who is connected with
and groom. Miss Snow chose for her
pearing in a concert of Curtis Insti Mass., was honor guest.
maid of honor, Miss Edith Kennc- the Standard Oil Company at Manila,
tute students at Rockport a few sum
brook,
and Mr. Stenson was grooms P. I. Mr. Ames fiew from Manila to
mers ago, arrived Friday to spend the
Vancouver, B. C., and completed the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson man for Mr. Coy.
season at the home of Mme. Lea and son Maynard, Mr. and Mrs.
trip by train. He will spend several
After
appropriate
wedding
music
Luboshutz at Rockport. Mr. Harms Harold Dean and children Kathleen,
weeks with his parents on Sea street.
and
the
contralto
solo,
“
I
Love
You
is a pupil of Josef Hofmann.
Fred Thomas, the antique dealer,
Kathryn, Arthur and Gwendolyn, Truly,” the ceremony was performed
Margaret Huntley, Susan Hutchin before the open fireplace which cast a found a copy of thc Boston Evening
Mrs. Avaughn Ames and children, son dined at Dean's Camp, “The
Post of 1765, which he forwarded to
Madeline and Conrad, and Mrs. Birches,” at Hosmer’s Pond, Sunday. glow over the color scheme of peach, Bill Cunningham, well-known writer
flesh and green, carried out in the
Ames’ father, Alvah Staples, who
bridal attire and decorations ot on thc Post.
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The Thursday Auction Club met
During July, August and Septem
louis Hanley in Thomaston, for thc with Mrs. John Clayter in Camden. tulips, sweet peas and valley lilies. ber, Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies
After an informal reception Mr. and
past week, went Friday to Northport
of the G.A.R. will meet once a month,
where they remained at their sum
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hathaway and Mrs. Coy left for New York whence on the first Friday. Picnic suppers
mer home until yesterday, when they son Leonard of Tiverton, R. I., were they will shortly motor to Chicago will be emitted. The order will be
where they will make their home.
returned to Wollaston, Mass.
well renresented at thc annual G.A.R.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W
The bride is the daughter of Mr. convention in Rockland June 15-16.
Vinal, and Fred Vinal, Limerock
Mrs. William Ellingwood motored street. Mrs. Hathaway and Leonard and Mrs. Robert A. Snow of Rock Iwo past presidents, Mrs. Louise
to Pittsfield yesterday where she at are remaining for an extended visit land, Maine. She has been a mem Dunbar and Miss Harriet L. Gill, ar.d
ber of the Southampton school one delegate, Mrs. Callie Thompson,
tended graduation exercises at the
M. C. 1., her son William being a with relatives in Rockland and vi faculty for the past two years, teach will be sent from Camden.
cinity.
member of the class.
ing in the music department, and for
The ladies of thc Methodist society
the past year has held the position
Mrs.
L.
F.
Young
of
Portland
is
will hold a food sale at A. S. Prince's
The Dorcas Club's weekly meeting
of
organist
at
the
First
Church
of
store next Saturday.
yesterday was at the home of Mrs. visiting her sister. Mrs. J. F. Cooper, Christ, Scientist. She has also been
St. John's Day, June 24, Camden
W. O. Fuller, the luncheon prepared Limerock street, for a few days.
a member of the Southampton Choral Commandery,
K. T„ and St. Omar
by the Misses Carlni and thc occa
Society.
Her
further
musical
activi

Commandery of Waterville, will be
Mrs. Ella Achorn, who recently fell
sion celebrating the birthday of one
ties will be continued with intensive euests of Palestine Commandery in
of thc club's most popular members, at her home, Amesbury street and in piano study at the Chicago Music Belfast.
jured her hip, has left Knox Hospital, College. Mr. Coy has been for the
Mrs. Abbie Wiggin Hanscom.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean are guests
and is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. past 15 years with the Sherwin- Wil
cf her sister Mrs. Charles Nutter in
A.
S.
Rankin,
82
Cedar
street,
where
A group of contract fans met ;t
liams Company, holding important North Strafford, N. H.
Community Sweet Shop Friday after she will be pleased to see friends.
positions in Cleveland, Detroit and
A handsome salmon weighing 5
noon, joined by the husbands for sup
Mrs. Lawrence Leach entertained New York City. He has recently pounds, 14 ounces, is on exhibition
per, then adjourning to the cottage
been
appointed
to
the
general
man

of Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy at friends at supper and cards Satur agership of thc Chicago Division. in Tibbett’s window. It was caught
by Capt. John Wadsworth at Liberty.
day night. Prizes were won by Mr.
Crawford's Lake.
Dr. Raymond Tibbetts is the guest
and Mrs. Rollo Gardner, Mrs. Daniel Mr. and Mrs. Coy carry with them
the good wishes and hearty friend of his father Samuel Tibbetts, Elm
Mrs. A. J. Murray was hostess to
ship of their many friends.
street. Dr. Tibbetts recently gradu
the Hill and Dale Club Friday after
ated from the College of Osteopathy
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fifield and
noon.
New
Alibi
—
“
What
do
you
mean
by
daughter, Mrs. Earl Alden, were doming home at this hour?” “I and Surgery in Kirksville, Mo, and
Mrs. Ruth McBeath and daughter called to Deer Isle Saturday, to at didn’t mean to come home at this will enjoy a much needed rest before
Betty arrived Sunday from Pasadena, tend the funeral of Mr. Fifield’s hour, but thc dam place was raided!’’ taking up his profession.
Calif., and have opened their home on brother, George H. Fifield, who died —Judge.
Why not get the best‘prices for
Union street for the summer. Mrs. in Brewer. Mrs. Fifield and Mrs.
your berries by« shipping them in new
Mary Scarlott of Kents Hill will be Alden have returned but Mr. Fifield
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
remains for several days.
crates. For sale, wholesale or retail
with them for a few weeks.
by V. L. Packard, Rockland, Farmers'
If you are a subscriber to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
Union, Camden. Manufactured by L.
Albert McCarty is home from Holy
The Courier-Gazette and are
Arlington, Mass., are in the city
A. Packard, R. F. D., Thomaston.—
Cross College for the summer.
leaving home for any time, long
called here to attend the funeral of
adv.
68*69
or
short,
let
us
mail
the
paper
to
Mr. andi Mrs. John H. McLoon who Mr. Simmons’ mother, Mrs. L. W.
you
during
your
absence.
The
were in Portland over the weekend, Simmons.
regular copy of the paper will
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Mc
go to the home as usual. Just
William T. Flint and bride who have
Dougall, attended the Clark-Anderson
GLOBE LAUNDRY
telephone the address to the
wedding Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Mc returned from their honeymoon at
Portland, Main*
office, or mail a card. The paper
Loon were also among the guests at the Flint cottage, Holiday Beach, and
Quality Work,
Family Washing*
will follow wherever you go, and
a picnic given Saturday evening by are occupying their new home on
Called For and Deliver*''
will stop on notice when you ar
Mr. and Mrs. John Emery Palmer Knox street, Thomaston, were guests
Parcel Delivery 8ervic*
rive home. There will be no
and Miss Leila Bancroft at the Ban of honor at. a delightful party given
charge.
croft camp. Sebago Lake, for the out Thursday evening by Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
of town wedding guests.
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chases of jewelry, silverware, etc.

“S&H” Green Stamps make it
possible to Save as you Spend.

“S&H” Green Stamps are won

Fireproof Garage Co.
SERVICE

COURTESY

CHARLES H. BERRY

Tires, Tubes, Oils, Gas, Grease, Accessories, Etc.
Storage, Washing

.

Rockland, Maine

Winter Street

G. W. Palmer <$ Son

Corner Main and Winter Streets

Jewelers Since 1869

Diamonds, Watches, Cocks, Sterling and Plated
Flat and Hollow Ware

We are now giving the famous S. & H. Green
Stamps—Take advantage of the opportunity to
get Stamps on all Purchases

In fact any and every thing sold in a first c'a'-s Jewelry store
We feature Hamilton and Bulova watches—Seth Thomas
Electric and spring clocks—Community China—In addition
we. have a line line of fountain pens and penei's, leather goods,
pewter.

Popular priced novelty and costume jewelry—Gift shop
articles from 50e up, suitable for prizes, etc.

Optical Work—Engraving—Prices Always Right

CHARLES W. PROCTOR, Prop.

Visit The Beautiful

Green Stamp Premium Station
in The Fuller-Cobb-Davis Dept. Store

L.

FERNANDO WAS BUSY !

Club at the copper Ketth
thev had a
n grand
o-rand time and
anri d
wlln tnL cl[" 11 ne wanted 11!
| wheie
where they
11
,
.
n . I again at noon on Wednesday at Ho- “Isn’t that a rather sweeping state
Describes Gallant War V eteran tut In, tei Rockland six Grand Army vet- ment?”—Cajoler.

THAT YELLOW CAT

P. Newbert
Humorously His Search
For the Missing Wylie Post

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
My sympathies were awakened
through the loss sustained by the
pupils of the Purchase Street school.
Being partial to pet cate I could pic
ture the distress of the youngsters
due to their bereavement.
Our neighborhood is not far re
moved from the school, and yellow
cats may be frcucntly observed dur
ing the day, and heard at night. If
you arc a specialist you can distin
guish the voice cf thc yellow cat from
that of other species. Suspedtilig
one of these felines to be “Wylie Post”
I donned my gum shoes, and invoked
my ability as a strategist, determined
to capture and identify the missing
pussy, if possible.
Any man past the age of 50 who
has ever attempted cat capturing may
be able to anticipate the result. To
those not having tried I have only
to say—don’t.
Usipg as a lure a saucer of milk,
and much of that peculiar speech
used by cat callers, I induced one to
approach, and after it had its nose
in the saucer I pounced on it and
grabbed it by the tail. It is a well
known fact that a cat has claws, they
say five on each foot. This particu
lar cat must have had double paws,
for no cat with only five to a foot
could inflict so many scratches. 1
released it, being satisfied it was no
pet.
Then I hunted up my leather gloves.
My next venture was more successful
and I captured a lemon colored ani
mal, infested with burdocks—and
other things. The next task was to
ascertain its age. The lost feline was
a year old. I have judged the age of
horses by thc teeth, and of cows by
the rings on the horn, and strove by
the horse method to reach a con
clusion. The marks on the leather
glove are 28, rather unsatisfactory. As
a cat has no horns, I counted the
rings on the tail and found 17. I re
leased the suspect.
I have since examined several
yellow cate, ranging from dark orange
to pale buff, but I feel that without
more data my chance of success is
small. I have eliminated 22 suspects
including two deceased. Please sub
mit further particulars as color of
eyes, whether shag or snug haired,
exact shade of yellow, and favorite
food.
Meantime, I hope the missing one
has returned to the fold, for the sake
of the children. Besides, there is
already an ultra of stray cate, espe
cially yellow cats, whose nocturnal
cantatas are conducive to insomnia,
and the exercise of indifferent
marksmanship, the sole results of
which are more noise, naughty
words, and debris on the landscape.
L. P. Newbert

Four Strenuous Days
the Lions Club. r°y»
1)v cn^ined
the
J
Thus ended four strenuPast Week

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Four days of the present week were
busy ones with “Uncle Fernando,”
Col. F. S. Philbrick, adjutant of Ed
win Libby Post G.A.R. On Memorial
Sunday he was at Grand Army hall
at 9.30 a. m. ready with three other
comrades to attend divine service at
the Universalist Church. He dined
at home, and at 1.30 p. m. was at thc
hall again, where wc were met by Rev.
and Mrs. Herman R. Winchenbaugh
and Capt. H. R. Huntley. The quar
tet went to Cooper's Mills where Rev.
Winchenbaugh conducted a Memorial
service in Camp McLelland, S. of U.
V., hall. At Waldoboro they had been
joined by Capt. Palmer a Gl and Army
veteran of that town, so there were
three Civil War veterans on the stage
with the speaker. Col. Philbrick had
thc pleasure of introducing the
speaker. Mr. Winchenbaugh gave a
soul-stirring talk of a half hour to a
good sized and enthusiastic audience
At 5 p. m. the visitors were on their
way home with Mrs. Winchenbaugh
at the wheel. At 6.50 p. m. the party
had arrived at the Baptist Church in
Thomaston where Col. Philbrick was
introduced by the pastor as the prin
cipal speaker at their Memorial
Sunday evening service. His address
was mainly a reminiscent heart to
heart talk with his hearers, as the
long “Honor Roll” of Thomaston's
deceased war heroes contained nearly
a score of his most intimate com
panions and friends while he was in
the service.
Capt. Huntley also spoke, and like
Col. Philbrick was given an enthusias
tic round of applause.
Now home again, at 11 p. m., for a
night's rest. Next morning, Memo
rial Day, again at Grand Army hall,
ready for the day’s work which in
cluded the street parade, presiding
at thc outdoor service at thc hall and
assisting In decorating of the monu
ment.
At 5 p. m. Col. Frank E. Small of
Cooper's Mills appeared and took Col.
Philbrick by auto to his home for
supper, after which, with members of
Mr. Small's family, they went to
Windsor town hall to hear Prof. Bates
of Augusta give a stirring memorial
address. Here they also met Mr. and
Mrs. Winchenbaugh who had come
from Whitefield where Mr. Winchen
baugh gave the Memorial Day address
in the afternoon to a large and very
enthusiastic audience. At the close
of the meeting both Mr. and Mrs.
Winchenbaugh were greeted person
ally by members of the audience.
Col. Philbrick, his two Grand Army
"pals” and Mr. Winchenbaugh were
asked to speak.
This ended our Memorial Day work,
but next day at. high noon seven old
Civil War vets were guests of the

j ou~, days for "Uncle Fernando.”

WED.-THURS.

WED.-THURS.

rl

JAMES CAGNEY
AND

JOAN BLONDELL

with

IN

JOAN

“The Crowd Roars”

ENNETf

Sec It at any cost! Feel yourself
hurled across the earth at 161
miles an hour. Shudder at the
sound of crashing cars, of scream
ing brakes, of roaring engines!
' NOW SHOWING
“Forgotten Commandments”

JOHN

BOLES
TODAY

A Paramount Publix Theatre

KOBT. MONTGOMERY

in
“But The Flesh Is Weak”
A Paramount Publix Theatre
All Shows On Daylight Time
2.00
6.45
8.45
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

1IN3INQ

7VVAINIE

Phone Skowhegan 434
Performances Nightly
Every Scat $1.
ALI. THIS WEEK
8 o’clock, daylight
Lakewood Players Present
Broadway's Latest C'omedv Success

“A CHURCH MOUSE”
Starting Monday Night, June 13 and All Week
St. John Ervine's Greatest Comedy—Drama

“THE FIRST MRS. FRASER”
with
Jessamine Newcombe
Thurston Hall - - - Houston Richards
DANCE at—Lakewood Country Club every Tuesday, Friday,
Saturday Night. Music by the Lakewood Music Masters
Tickets 50 Cents
Lakewood Inn Now Open----- Bungalows----- Gift Shop
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So The BPW Club Has Birthday Cake__ Gay Affair At School League Over To That Extent—St. George Stages
Country Club
Surprise Party—Close At Camden

Screen Stars keep youthful
beauty through the years
TAGE and screen stars know that no
woman can keep her charm without
a perfect complexion,” says Jetta Goudal,
intriguing screen star.
“I am 30 years old. There was a time
when no woman would tell her age, but
nowadays a woman need not hesitate to
admit her years if she keeps her com
plexion ‘the eternal 18.’

“I find Lux Toilet Soap a great help in
keeping the complexion young. I use it as
do hundreds of other stars.”

JETTA GOUDAL
JETTA GOUDAL, fascinating favorite of the screen, knows the secret of
keeping youthful charm. You can share it I

Of the 694 important Hollywood ac
tresses, including all stars, 686 are de
voted to this fragrant, caressing soap.
All the great film studios have made it
their official soap—so gentle and beauti
fully white no other soap can rival it!

Lux Toilet Soap _ IO*
HAS RISEN

ATTENTION POULTRY OWNERS
Broiler Season About to Start
Dispose of them now and receive highest market price
No lot too large, none too small
Call Cohen Bros.
Largest Shippers in Ma'ne
c-o Chas. McKellar
TELEPHONE 2-3

WARREN, ME.
62 Tues. tf

VOLT TOO
WILL LIKE THE LINCOLN
This modern hotel meets every
possible requirement for an en
joyable visit.

DOUBLE
from

$

Every one of its 1400 ROOMS con
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.

ROY MOULTON

Spacious Sample Rooms

Manager

SPECIAL

N£W HOTEL

RATES

LINCOLN
44 th 45th ST.

8th AVE. N.Y.C.

The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
Is The New

Hotel

central maine dividends

HAD A BUSY YEAR

Roekland

Paladino, ss............
Go To the Preferred Stock-holders As Speech Readers Choose Mrs. Knowlton, 2b ........

Capt. Charles W. Kalloch
Result of Directors' Meeting
Manager Of American Ex At a special meeting of the direc
port Lines In Italy
tors of the Central Maine Power Com
—s--pany Saturday the regular quarterly

ab
2
0

Mazzeo, If
....... 3
Brown Again As Their Lacro.se,
p-2b ....... 5
Flanagan, lf-p ....... 4
Presiding Officer
MeAlary, lb-p .......
Gardner, rf
Thomas, 3b
Kent, c ...................
Whittemore, c ......
Karl, 2b-ss..............

MANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

At North Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE PROM B. & ~ * DEPOT

AH Transit Facilities at Door
A TOWER OF
HOSPITALITY 500 Rooms
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
New England's Most Modernly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel.....................

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature

Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
53*137

Latalei on Bricon
Hilt Nexi io l/u
SIM Houu

and shopping centers
ktoHu wMoui .HI* to fo up; xM luM tj.io up.

Cotupiek Rcslouronl ond CoftUrio

Hotel Bellevue

Stnioo.

Crie Hardware Co.

lXte news
FROM

WASHINGTON

Washington. D. C.—The Garner re
lief bill is strongly criticised by Rep
resentative Partridge.
tb PO a e
"I don’t believe in its principle or
0 13 3 1 in its details,” stated Mr. Pc.rtiidge.
0 1 5 0 "I think President Hoover is correct
2 2 0 0 in terming it a pork barrel proposi
0 0 0 0 tion. I think the President is correct
3 1 2 1 in criticising its proposed huge bond
0 7 0 0 issue. This is not time for more big
0 2 1 0 bond issues if they can possibly be
1 1 0 0 avoided and I am sure they can be
0 2 0 0 avoided by following the leadership
0 0 0 0
of Mr. Hoover. The Garner bill is
inviting. It proposes public works ln
4
5
6*29
11
2]
Totals ............ 37
every section of the land, including
* Guilford out, hit by batted ball. I
Vinalhaven .... 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1—5 ! the congressional district which I
Camden ........ 000000040
000004 0—4 I represent. But a lure like that should
Two-base hits, Coombs 2, White. ncit blind one to the effects of such a
Three-base hit. White. Base on balls, measure. We must take the broad
off Middleton 4, off Greenlaw 3. view. The time calls for patriots.”
Struck out, by Middleton 14, by i
’s urban
housewives
Greenlaw 12. Hit bv pitcher, Guilford, . y-11” Maine
,
...
..
.
Woodcock. Left on bases, Vinalhaven ^«h,thue farmers wlth p°uIt,ry an£
8, Camden 8. Umpires, Kennedy of liv“tock mav rejoice hat such
Camden and Anderson of Vinalhaven. ! products are bringing better prices
I in Maine than in most parts of the
Scorer, Winslow.
country. The figures represent aver
ages for May 15.
The sports editor is indebted to
In Maine the estimated price of
1 Coach Sturtevant of Thomaston for chickens was 18 9 cents a pound, as
the selection of this all-league team compared with the average for tire
Catcher—White, Vinalhaven.
country, 12.2 cents. New Hampshire,
Pitcher—Middleton, Vinalhaven.
Connecticut and Rhode Island were
1st Base—Flanagan. Rockland.
the only States in the country report
2d Base—Guilford. Vinalhaven.
ing higher average prices on that
3d Base—Woodcock. Vinalhaven.
date, 19.9 cents, 20.3 cents, and 19.8
Shortstop—Hopkins, Vinalhaven.
cents, respectively.
Left—Johnson, Thomaston.
Fggs, bringing 17.4 cents a dozen
Center—Coombs, Vinalhaven.
in Maine, were selling for as low as
Right—Morgan. Thomaston.
69 a dozen in Texas. The average
Change Pitcher—Greenlaw, Cam for the country was 10.3 cents a
den.
dozen, while Massachusetts fanners
The Courier-Gazette will be glad were getting the best prices in the
to hear from other fans.
country. 22.3 cents a dozen. Butter
• • • •
brought 26 cents a pound in Maine,
Vinalhaven loses three players bv whereas in Tennessee it was selling
graduation — White, Hopkins and for 15 cents. Florida farmers re
Guilford. Thomaston loses three— ceived the best prices on butter, av
Feyler, Morgan and Johnson. Cam eraging 28 cents a pound.
den also loses three — Greenlaw,
Miller and Prince. All good men.
IS -WRINGING WET’
Totals ......... .. 37
Camden
ab
Weed, c ........... .. 5
Miller, 2b ....... . 3
Prince, 3b....... . 4
Lord, ss........... .. 3
Greenlaw, p ... .. 5
Dean, lb......... .. 5
4
Yates, rf.........
4
Boynton, cf ...
Alexajider. If . .. 3
Cotta, If ......... .. 1

The Speech Readers Club held its
Capt. Charles W. Kalloch, formerly dividend on the company's preferred annual meeting last Wednesday when
1
ef Rockland, a graduate of the Uni stocks was declared thus: Dividend of these officers were elected: President,
1
versity of Maine, class of 1917, has IX per cent on the company's 7 per Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, first vice
3
president, Mrs. Nathan L. Witham;
been promoted to European manager cent preferred stock; dividend of l'A second vice president, Miss Helen Carr
Totals ................. 36 7 12 27 11 2
ior the American Export Lines with per cent on the 6 per cent preferred; of Thomaston; recording secretary,
......... ..
Mlss Annje prye; corresponding secre- St. George ..... 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 4—10
offices in Genoa, Italy, according to a **
and dividend of $1.50 a share on the tary Mrs } c HrJ. treasureri Mrs. Rockland ...... 1110 12 10 0—7
report received at the office of the
preferred stock $6 dividend series.
Two base hits, Allen, Flanagan.
Frank Hewett. Mrs. Brown's reelec
Inspectors of steam vessels.
The above dividends are payable tion to the office of president is grati Three base hit. Wilson. Home run,
Capt. Charles Kalloch obtained
his first license as a third mate of July 1 to stockholders of record of fying to the members. She has held Flanagan. Stolen bases, Flanagan.
this office since the club was organized MeAlary, Wilson. Base on balls, off
ocean steamers of any tonnage Feb. J June 10.
18, 1917 from the -inspectors of steam
Tne financial report of the company three years ago and has brought to Lacrosse, 1: off MeAlary, 3; off Hau
vessels at Bangor. He enlisted in the for the 12 months ending March 31 the position an aptitude, and an ener tari. 4 Strike outs by Lacrosse, 3; by
6; by Hautari, 12. Hit by
navy and many of his friends who 1 released this week shows gross operat- gy which is ever stimulating to others. MeAlary,
The year has been one of unusual pitcher, Allen, Kent. Umpires, Wotton
were drawing down salaries of $300 | ing revenues and net available for
a month as mate on merchant marine retirement and dividend slightly activity and gratifying results, em and Monaghan.• • • •
vessels, laughed at Capt. Kalloch fo- I ahead of the corresponding period last phasizing more than ever the vital
need of such an organization in the
Vinalhaven 5, Camden 4
joining the U. S. Navy at a salary of , year.
city. Classes in lip reading have been
$1700 per year.
Camden High made a desperate ef
conducted throughout the season, and
A few years later, however. Capt.
in view of the importance of lip read fort to stop the pennant rush of the
Kallocn resigned from the Navy with
ing for the deaf being stressed so Vinalhaven team, at Camden Satur
a rank of lieutenant commander and
strongly in these days of progress, the day and lost by one score after 10
a license as master of any ocean
club offers a real opportunity to per innings had been played. It was the
steamer, procured from the same in
A. B. Crocker
fect this art in no small way. The fastest and most spectacular school
spectors in Bangor. Following his
importance of lip reading was strongly contest of the season, and the small
resignation from the Navy, Capt.
Kalloch secured a position as master I know a bank where the wild thyme illustrated by the movie “The Man j crowd was thrilled by the long hits
Who Played God" shown at the and brilliant fielding
blows.
cf the steamer City of Eureka, plying
In measuring weight there is the
oxsllps and the nodding violet Strand last week and which was at
between New York and Mediterran Wheregrows.
tended by several members of the long ton and the short ton; but meas
ean ports. He continued in this posi
—Midsummer Night’s Dream.
club.
1
uring the weight of this game it was
tion for a short time and then was
Webster says, ‘Thyme, a plant
In addition to conducting classes in found that the standard was middlepromoted to the position of agent of of the genus Thymus. The garden
the American Export Lines with j thyme is a warm, pungent aromatic, lip reading, the club made it possible ton. The Vinalhaven flinger held the
headquarters at Alexandria. Egypt. much used to give a relish to season- to have audiometer tests in the Megunticook lads in the hollow of his
schools. Representatives attended and hand for seven innings in the course
He has since been promoted to the ! ings and soups.”
took part in the Inter-Siate tourna of which there had been only two
position of European manager for
It would seem a little out of place ment at Portland and three members hits off his delivery, and those, oc
that company, which position he now
to connect thyme with Roquefort were present at the Eastern Zone con curring in separate innings, put no
occupies.
of the American Federation of shoes on the baby. The eighth Inning
Word of Capt. Kalloch’s promotion cheese, but here is the way one writer ference
Organizations ior the Hard of Hear was a different story for with the aid
to his present position came through makes the connection:
of a pass, and two costly infield errors,
“Roquefort cheese ls made in ing at Worcester.
Capt. Ivan E. Cunningham of Rock
The 13th annual National conven
land, a classmate of Capt. Kalloch’s France from the milk of a certain tion takes place soon. Delegates Camden was able to convert Prince’s
while a student in the navigation breed of sheep which are fed on wild from 112 clubs throughout the country single and Greenlaw's double into four
school maintained by the U. S. gov thyme. Thyme is a kind of aromatic will participate. This year Mrs. With runs. Those were all the scores that
made in the entire game, but
ernment at Rockland during the plant with a pungent odor, and after am has charge of the scrapbook which Camden
they were sufficient to tie Vinalhaven,
world war. Capt. Cunningham is now it is converted Into Roquefort cheese will travel to the convention. Every and to create a fine state of excite
master of a Standard Oil tanker, ply it is the pungentest thing known to Item pertaining to the local club has ment.
man.”
ing along the coast of Maine.
Camden found Itself In a box ln
To check up on thyme as used in been placed in this scrap book, and
duplicate clippings have been sent to the first half of the ninth inning, but
CHALLENGE TO YOUNG PEOPLE rock gardens, I sauntered to the Har Miss Betty Wright at Washington made a Houdinl-like exit. Lyford the
vard University Botanic Garden,
headquarters, and to Miss Persis Vose rangy Vinalhaven flrst sacker opened
What the Moody Bible Institute Holds (official name) where I found the of the Eastern Zone. The splendid with a single, and trotted merrily to
j Thymus serpyllum, mother-of-thyme,
Out To Their.
growing in endless variety, lemon, publicity given the Rockland club has second when Greenlaw drove the ball
. <■ .
.
, I mountain mev
i attracted much attention and fur- over Dean’s head. Middleton singled,
During ,,
the past forty years tens of
’ thick
flat that
ni 1 nished a stimulus for other organiza- Bickford fanned, and the bases were
;
of
young
men
and
women
11
ls
50
thIck
and
flat
that
it
is
al, tions of similar nature.
thousands
filled when Woodcock was patched.
of many nationalities and denomina most like moss on the rocks. I also
The sewing group has been active Filled, with one man down—a hard
found
a
great
variety
of
our
old
tions have sought free training for
through the winter season, and several situation, indeed. Hopkins drove the
Christian service at home or abroad friend, Sempervivum — hen and benefit bridge parties were held. A ball into the ground directly ln front
offered by the Moody Bible Institute chickens, roof house leek, or what social meeting has been a feature each of the plate, and Lyford was forced.
of Chicago. More than 2,000 stu have you in your own garden, from month. Blue and gold have been Two out, and the bases still full.
dents enrolled in its day and evening Tyrol, Transylvania, Asia Minor, etc. adopted as the club's colors. While Coombs, who had distinguished himschools last year. While for certain Then there was a whole bed of Se probably there will be some social self by hitting a couple of doubles,
special courses a high school back dums, over 50 varieties, from Europe, get-togethers during the summer, the drove a sharp grounder to Miller, who
ground is required, and college train California, Alaska, Asia Minor and club’s official meeting will be the flrst handled the ball very nicely for the
ing desirable, yet grammar school other countries. Many varieties of Thursday in October.
final out.
training will admit to its general cinquefoil, often called five-fingered
Camden went out In order and the
course. English is taught to any de grass, common in Europe and the
COUNTING THE COST
10th Inning opened. Guilford walked
United States. Arabis, or wall-cress
ficient in its use.
and White, with a triple and a double
The Bible ranks first in all Insti is here seen in many varieties.
What Maine Candidates Have Al already to his credit, was out Miller
We meet our old friend the phlox
tute courses, but instruction is fur
ready Spent During the Primary to Dean. Young fanned, but the
nished in such subjects as Sunday at every turn, and in many colors. It
Campaign
freshman catcher, Weed, who had
school administration, daily vaca certainly does brighten the corner
been putting up a most creditable
tion Bible school, gospel music, pub wherever it grows.
Primary campaign expense ac game behind the bat, dropped the
Well, we have the good old dande counts filed today by seven of the 10
lic speaking, home economics, hy
giene, and manual training. Ir. spe lion as a harbinger. I do not know Republican and Democratic candi
cial courses are offered theology, whether primroses make good greens dates for governor showed Alfred K. j
homiletics, church history, apologet for boiling, but I do know that the Ames of Madras, Republican, top- '
ics, hebrew, yiddish, greck, and well known plants of genus Leonto- ping the list with a total of $4,072.
Total expenditures for other guber- j Ker<> made tn order. Keys mane
medical subjects for foreign mission don or lion’s tooth, make an excellent
natorial candidates to date showed: ! tn fit locks when original keys are
dish when boiled.
work.
After sauntering around the gar Republicans—Burleigh Martin, Au- ; lost. House, Office or Car. Code
There are three terms a year—fall,
winter and summer—but students den and taking cursory glances at gusta, $3,323: Frank W. Carlton, j honks provide keys for all locks
Scissors and
may enter at any time. An Ulus-I glory-in-the-snow. white and col Woolwich, $2,428; Arthur G. Spear of , without botlier.
Knives Sharpened.
trated catalogue will be mailed on i ored. nodding onions, saxifraga, Portland, $921; Democrats, Paul C.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
request. Address. 153 Institute Place, j belladona, pine, false Solomon seal, Thurston, Bethel, $608; James B. Per
Chicago Avenue Station, Chicago, Ill.| candytuft, dianthus and many other kins of Boothbay Harbor, $297; and
____________
1 varieties of rock garden plants, I F. Harold Dubord, Waterville. $271 |
Clarence C. Stetson of Bangor, Re
The Filipinos are trying to secure decided that I had enough undigestPIN M MN ST.
ROUKLANU
independence before we ask them for i ed plants in my system for the time publican, led the 16 congressional
Telephone 791
candidates with total expenditures
their half-billion treasury surplus.— I being.
N. C. C. 2.
M-tt
of $941.
Washington Post.
I Somerville, Mass.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

'-Til
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,

third strike and Guilford came in
with what proved to be the winning
run.
In Camden’s half of the tenth Prince
opened with a single, and went second
on Lord’s sacrifice, but Greenlaw
fouled to White and Dean flied to
Young.
Tlie score:
Vinalhaven If'gli
ab r bh tb po a e , i
Hopkins, ss ...... 4
O'
Coombs, cf ....... 4
0
Guilford, 2b...... 3
2
White, c
... 5
0
Young, If
... 5
0
Lyford, lb ........ 4
0
Middleton, p ..... 5
0
Bickford, rf ..... 4
0
Woodcock, 3b .... 3
2

5

THE SAUNTERER

A few minutes to theatres, shops,
business centers and all R.R.Terminals.

WEEKLY

RAPIDLY

Twenty-one members of the BPW
The Final Games
Club attended the annual meeting i
which took place Thursday evening 1 Saturday—Vinalhaven vs. Lincoln
Academy at Rockland (two games
at tne Country Club. Preceding the! first commencing at a o’clock.)
business session dinner was served
....
under the direction of Mrs. June
The League Standing
Kalloch, a valued member of the club
who is in charge at the Country | When Vinalhaven won its 10th inClub this season. Table decorations I ning victory at Camden Saturday, and
featured tulips and other gay spring St. George High spilt the Rockland
flowers, and at each place was a I beans in the 9th Inning it put the
dainty place card, the gift of Miss , Knox and Lincoln flag staff in an ice
Loana Spearin. In observance of the cake—or practically so. All Vinalclub's tenth anniversary a "birth I haven now has to do is to beat Lincoln
day cake” of gracious proportions Academy one game of their double
i header tomorrow and the flag re
held a place of honor.
The cake bore ten pink candles, mains in the hands of the champions.
and as the names of the past presi Rockland, fortunately, has second
dents were called a candle was light place cinched. The standing:
W. L. P.C.
ed and the past president responded,
1 .875
mentioning an outstanding activity Vinalhaven .................... 7
3 .700
of her administration. The candles Rockland ......................... 7
4 .600
were lighted by Mrs. Emily Stevens, Thomaston •,................... 6
35 .375
Miss Helen York, Mrs. Delilah Cun j Lincoln .....................
37 .300
ningham, Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, Camden ..._..............
Mrs. Shirley Rollins, (these last three 1 St. George....................... 2 8 .200
being new members) Miss Ethel Payson. Miss Doris Hyler and' Mrs. Exxy
St. George 10, Rockland 7
Perry. The former presidents in their
Counting chickens before they were
succession are: Dr. Mary Reuter, hatched, Rockland High dropped to
Mrs. Emma Carver. Mrs. Olive Syl
vester, Miss Ethel Payson, Mrs. St. George Saturday the game which
Kathleen Snow Hill, Miss Pearl Bor might have been the turning point in
gerson (two years), Miss Doris Hyler the pennant chase—a very sad end
ing to what had thus far been a most
(two years), and Mrs. Exxy Perry.
These officers as presented by the creditable showing for the locals.
So certain had a Rockland victory
nominating committee, Miss Hyler,
Miss Spearin and Mrs. Kalloch were seemed that Lacrosse was sent into
elected: President. Mrs. Exxy Perry; the box for Rockland, and the har
first vice president, Mrs. Mona Mc bor boys made quite merry with his
Intosh; second vice president, Miss offerings. But Rockland kept pick
Margaret Crockett; secretary, Mrs. ing up a score here and there and was
Evie Perry; treasurer. Mrs. Emily leading 7 to 6 when the last inning
Stevens. Mrs. Perry has announced came and.St. George stickwork sent
these chairmen of standing commit four batters around the circuit for
tees: Education, Miss Relief Nichols; a win.
Flanacan celebrated his final game
emblem,
Miss
Loana
Spearin;
with the team by making a single,
finance. Mrs. Emma Carver; health, a double and a home run.
Miss Ethel Payson; public and Inter
The visitors played errorless ball,
national relations, Mrs. June Kal outhit the locals, and were entitled to
loch; legislation, Miss Helen York; be exuberant after a season which
membership, Mrs. Agnes Louraine; I had held little cheer for them, The
Independent Woman and Pine Cone score:
magazines, Mrs. Julia Shattuck; pro
SL George
gram, Miss Doris Hyler; publicity,
h po a
ab
Miss Helen Burns, research, Mrs.
5
1 1 3
Maud Hallowell; music, Mrs. Mar Johnson, ss .......
2
6
guerite Johnson, transportation, Mrs. Reed, If .............
11
j Kulju, c .................. 5
Bertha French of Camden.
2
Mrs. Perry who was presented with Wilson, 3b .............. 5
8
a beautiful bouquet from the gardens Matson, lb.............. 3
0
of Mrs. Emiiy Stevens, gave a very • Siingsby, cf .......... 4
3
interesting account of the recent Anderson, 2b.......... 4
0
State convention in Portland. Re Sivewright, rf ....... 4
0
ports showed the club is in excellent Pepper, rf................ 1
0
standing at the end of a particularly [ Hautari, p .............. 5
busy year.
Totals................... 42 10 13 27 10

5 10
High
r bh
0 0
1 0
1 9
1 0
1 2
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

15 30 9 4

LINCOLN WON IT

W.C.T.U. National Organi
zer So Charges In Regard
But "The Rockland F lash
To Candidate Roosevelt
Was Star Of the Annual!
Track Meet

Gov. Roosevelt of New York, Demo
cratic candidate for president, is a
Lincoln Academy won the annual “wringing wet,” Mrs. Charlotte Fraser
Knox-Lincoln track meet last Mon
day scoring 65 A points, while Rock Schneider of New York, national or
land could score but 49 and Camden ganizer and lecturer of the W.C.T.U.
28% points. Lincoln won seven of declared at the meeting of the Ken
the 13 events and Rocsland six. Cam. nebec County Branch of the society
den was unable to win a single event. Tuesday.
Second and third places really de
Because of Roosevelt’s wet proclivi
cided the outcome of the meet and ties, a group of influential women, in
Lincoln showed itself to be far super the ranks of ,the Democratic party,
ior to the other teams in taking the under the leadership of Mrs. Clem L.
majority of these places.
Shaver, wife of the former chairman
Paladino, Rockland flash, was the of the Democratic National Commit
outstanding performer. He won four t ^ee> are looking for a dry candidate
events and placed third in another i t0 support in opposition to the New
to cop the cup given the individual York governor, Mrs. Schneider said.
high point man. Chapman of Lin
Mrs. William R. Pattangall, wife of
coln was a close second with 21% the Chief Justice of the Maine Su
points, only % point behind Paladino. preme Court, declared she was as
The most exciting race of the day tounded to read in the newspapers of
was the 880 yard run in which Pala the attitude taken by a prominent
dino just nipped Capt. Simmons ot Maine educator on the prohibition
Lincoln at Ihe tape alter they had run question. She said she regretted to
the whole distance shoulder to ■ lould- see the president of any Maine col
er. The time, 2.15, was very fast for lege “go into that.” Mrs. Pat tan mil
a dirt track.
apparently was referring to President
Kimball of Lincoln rs’ablished a Sills of Bowdoin College, who in a
mark for fu’ure L. A. boys to shoot Memorial Day address expressed the
at by throwing the javelin 135 feet, opinion that the prohibitory law is
11 inches.—Lincoln County News.
unwanted by the citizens of the coun
try and should be repealed.
Mrs. Pattangall distributed spxiFRIENDSHIP
men ballots for the State primary
The Salvation Army plans to hold June 20- volunteering to indicate for
open air meeting, near the postoffice members of the society which of the
Wednesday at 7.45 p. m.
candidates are wet and which are dry.

PICKUPS DELIVERY
NO
EXTRA
COTT1/

r/

Maine Central Railroad

HOUSE
PAIN I

$

66-70

Per
1.99 Gallon

WHITE AND COLORS
Now you can paint your home and give it a beautiful
appearance. This paint protects any outside surface
for many years and will ndt lose its smooth lustrous
finish. Take advantage of this amazingly low price.
Give us your order today.
Made by the makers of MONARCH PAINT

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
TEL. 745-W

ROCKLAND, ME.
54-59

